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PART 1

Cancer Cured by bio Electrons' Laser Acupuncture by KBTE Medical laser Device

INTRODUCTION

From 1970 to 1997, after almost 30 years of research using all of my collective information, I developed K-BTE medical laser device, and discovered technique to release bio electrons from electromagnetic and it becomes sub bio electron photons. With K-BTE medical laser device we performed 3 years in Europe, and almost 18 years in USA. Our Center performed more than 40,000 hours in use of K-BTE prototype, on number of terminal diseases with no risk, absolute safe, with no side effects and no harm to the healthy cells.

I did it by my own funds in millions of US dollars /helped only by my family and my sister Snijezana Moller from Helsingborg in Sweden, and money I earned from my different small business/ . I was able to realize my goal of creating a device to heal humanity. Using quantum mechanics in physic, biology and chemistry, in electromagnetic science and Chinese Acupuncture Science in Medicine making comparison with west US science in Medicine, I created my life's vision and destiny.
PART 1A

I canceled the magnetic aspect of Nikola Tesla AC industrial electricity to create a proprietary invention and discovery of bio-electricity. This bio-electricity has the ability to release bio electrons and bio electrons’ photons which can cleanse plaque in entire vascular system including tiny capillaries’, as well as dead cells (also oxidized protein) and other sick cells located in the fiber tissue of any of human physical organ including brain, heart, lungs, kidneys, liver, pancreas, ovaries, prostate, breast, etc.,

The K-BTE medical laser device simply releases bio electrons and bio electrons’ photons. Enriched by natural acids these bio electrons become capable of dissolving unhealthy particles in fiber tissue and plaque from arteries, veins and capillaries. Then dissolving and dispersing unhealthy particles, it means number of sick particles, dead cells and oxidized proteins from fiber tissue without harm to the healthy cells. This dissolving and dispersing of extreme bad and dangerous unhealthy particles can operate in the gray and white matter of brain or any other physical organ. In the brain, any kind of neurological disorders can be checked searching for deep painfully affected areas and then such pain spots are reversed by enriched bio electrons. The same healing capability occurs identically in an atrophied muscle, bone and cartilage tissue. After successfully cleaning it regenerate muscle of any physical organ including heart, and regenerate/stimulate the re-growth of bone and cartilage tissue. Also works for plaque in the entire vascular system by dispersing and healing. The ever present keynote of the K-BTE device is always the lack of harm to healthy cells.
Two US brilliant scientists Xianrui Cheng and James Farrell from University in Stanford, discovered the speed of 0.03 millimeter in minute of dying of human cells. Human in average lost more than 50 billions’ cells daily what accelerated Apoptosis by their expertise. Earlier study of official Medicine stated it is dying of brain nerve cells of 10,000 on daily bases.

Accelerated apoptosis accumulate on daily bases 50 billions dead cells developing number of diseases and accelerated the aging to fast. Dying of 10,000 brain nerve cells as average in humans’ beings, will pile up 150 to 200 millions’ dead cells in age of 60 to 70 years of aging. This is clue of human to fast aging, and developing a number of terminal diseases. The reason it is World Medical Science didn’t developed maintaining and cleaning of human physical organs from dead cells and dead brain nerve cells. ”MY CENTER DID”

This knowledge was accomplished from Germany and Ex. Soviet Union 90 to 100 years ago, by their best Nobel prize winners. These PhD experts were doing this study, and their claim it was: “to fast aging we know today is actually caused by diseases of dying human cells of physical organ and nerve brain cells /it is accelerated apoptosis/ accumulated dead cells which piled up producing congestion, which science neglected to develop technology to be cleaned.

My Center is only Center in the world which accomplish cleaning from physical organs dead cells and cleaning from dead brain nerve cells. Such phenomena of cleaning we learned from Nature, as some spots in Himalayas by cleaning human physical organs from dead cells in natural way, as most significant example.
PART 1C

The K-BTE device attracts and transfers light of sun quanta particles consisting by its structure of element concentric rings which are consisted by bio-chemical charges of bio photons and electron neutrinos penetrating directly into the brain. This light injection fosters the regeneration, recovery and re-growth of neurons in the brain. This enlightening process facilitates the brain tissue to regain its ability to send impulses throughout the body while simultaneously improving mobility and homeostasis.

Novel & Advanced Technology in Medicine by Bio Electron’s Photons Laser Acupuncture Performed by K-BTE Medical Laser Device

I, Nick Kostovic, for the first time in recorded history have eliminated magnetic from regular electromagnetic electricity. So I cracked electrons releasing its electromagnetic charge in opposite direction, and it becomes sub electrons quanta particles. In this way I can extract these electrons from electric fluid by wire or wireless. I have absolute control on its frequency and I can increase the speed of these electrons gradually from zero to speed of light and faster. I got ability to manipulate these electrons and enrich it with natural and amino acids to penetrate deep in physical organs as brain with zero harm to the healthy cells. Its enable us of providing cleaning of brain or any other physical organ from bio senescence’s/ bio waste of dead cells, oxidize proteins, number of sick cells, etc.,etc. Latest research of official Medicine in US confirm it is dying of of 50 billions human cells on daily bases of physical organs in human body, as well as 10,000 brain nerve are dying each day.
PART 2

Only my Center developed technology is capable “to clean” these biological waste opening a room/space for new healthy cells which resource to emerge is endless. It means we open capability to regenerate any physical organ, make prevention to not to be developed number of diseases including terminal, and keep our organs clean and healthy. It is main prerequisite to slow down the aging, from aging we know today what is actually diseases, because today Science in Medicine didn’t developed “any technique” to help the cleaning and maintain of human physical organs. Such cleaning my Center developed will make life healthy, vital and lot more lasting and more powerful as it happened in Nature in spots as Himalayas, Osaka, Cuba, etc.

I also created the next seven steps described below. I did this by developing a proprietary way of reversed current RC to create what is sub electrons photons quanta particles of bio electricity. The device I created is called the Kostovic BioTechnological Energizer, shortly K-BTE Medical Laser Device.

This K-BTE machine is prototype 100 percent finished and tested.

First, my center has successfully developed special current circuit and canceled magnetic from electromagnetic from electrons by new discovered RC reverse current.

Second, this device extracts bio electron photons from H2O electric fluid by wire and wirelessly.
PART 2A

Third, while using the K-BTE device therapist has absolute control of speed/frequency of these released and enriched bio electron photons, by high Voltages /120V, 240V or more/and Micro and Nano Amperes. Today technology can perform only in AC industrial Mili Amperes /it is 1 thousand point of 1 amperes/ it is to high frequencies, and it is Electric shock therapy and even lethal if performed in higher Voltages from 12 V, to patient with human body resistance to the ground of 1000 Ohm wet.

Fourth, bio electrons photons are converted into the strength of Micro / 1 million point of 1 Amperes/, or Nano / 1 billion point of 1 Amperes/ Amperes allowing the bio electricity even “with multiple sheaves from two or more opposite directions to softly penetrate softly into the whole brain”, /helping brain to defeat cancer by “burn of” malignant cancer. Too, it clean from clots which caused stroke, destroying in the brain number of sick cells which caused different Neurological disorders, with no harm to the healthy cells/spine cord, hearth or any other physical organ with zero harm to the healthy cells. It was never before achieved in the world Medical science.

Fifth, in the process of extracting bio electron photons from the electric fluid it can include transference of hundreds of different natural acids as well as amino acids. Each biological agent BA is capable to transfer 3 to 6 different natural and amino acids, by enriching /coating/ these bio electron photons and perform deep penetration in any physical organ from more opposite direction.
PART 2B

The clue it is deep penetration of whole brain from two or more opposite direction with no harm to the healthy cells. For example. World’s science in Medicine is far behind such novel and advanced and most efficient technology in healing by cleaning and maintain of any of human physical organs.

Sixth, bio electron photons always penetrate softly on the skull or skin surface/ deeply and efficiently targeting the specific ailing human tissue.

Seventh, in the final segment of this process, the practitioner transfers the attracted sun lights quanta bio-photon particles of elemental complex structure of elemental bio-chemical field /carriers of sun's bio photons/ and electron neutrinos, directly into the brain. These sun lights quanta particles are consisted in its elemental field /shape of elemental rounds/ by sun's bio-photon's, and electron neutrinos which are attracted in this process, and directly sent into the brain awakening billions of dormant brain cells, including weak dormant brain nerve cells of new life sequences. These awakened neurons start to release new neuronal motor impulses as well as fostering regeneration, recovery, and regrowth any ailing existing neurons. This process is visible with closed eyes because of stimulation of Pinal gland with high vibration bio-electricity. These bio-photons released in this sunlight quanta particles process help restore neurons communication and improved synchronization, interacting by bio photons in nucleus of DNA of nerve brain cells. This is clue.
PART 3

These specific events enable neurons to send a billions of new impulses and increase mobility throughout the body thereby increasing health and improved motoric function.

This process is always skillfully directed into the body with the very gentle frequencies of Micro and Nano amperes allowing zero risk of negative consequences.

Definition of Bio Electrons’ photons:

Bio Electrons’ Photons are sub elemental quanta energetic forms of bio electricity. Bio electricity is converted from Tesla AC industrial electricity, connected by a special circuit. The special circuit enables us to produce RC reverse current.

Reverse current is a carrier of a magnetic charge and unmistakably “extracting”, AC magnetic from electromagnetic charges. Industrial electrons directly release magnetic charges in the opposite direction from its AC electrons. Loosened electromagnetic charged electrons are converted in the lower stage/grade of “Sub Elemental Quanta Bio Electron’s Photons” particles. “It never become Positrons”, because of its sub charges of elemental values.
PART 4

DEFINITION OF K-BTE MEDICAL LASER DEVICE

The K-BTE device releases electrons, enriched with natural acids, and is capable of “melting by burning off,” then dispersing, any number of benign or malignant tumors with metastasis in the brain or any other physical organ – with no harm to healthy cells.

It “Melts by burning off” then disperses many different types of damaged, diseased or necrotic cells in the brain – stopping or reversing any number of neurological disorders, with no harm to the healthy cells.

It “Melts by burning off” then disperses dead cells from the fiber of atrophied muscle, bone and cartilage tissue – as well as plaque from the vascular system – with no harm to healthy cells.

The K-BTE medical laser device releases sheaves of “biological electricity” through elementary laser beams of bio electron's photons. These sheaves of bio electricity are able to successfully attack and eradicate most types of malignant cancer with metastases including, prostate, breast, lungs, pancreatic, liver, brain, etc. The healthy cells are simultaneously strengthened without any negative side effects. Utilizing the K-BTE medical laser device we release sheaves of laser beams of elementary biological electricity consisting of enriched bio electrons and bio electron's photons sent through biological and mineral agents such as gold, silver and pyrite-Fe2.
PART 5

We also send this biological electricity through liquid natural acids, virgin olive oil, fig acid, lemon acid, and 99 percent of different organic alcohol, etc. converting these liquid acids ("values of different energetic conductors") into enriched bio electrons and bio electron's photons. We use virgin olive oil because it contains Oleic and Linoleic natural acid, antioxidants and polyphenols. These ingredients are very important in the protection of healthy cells from destructible free radicals.

The bio-electricity when released from the third energetic field of H2O electric fluid in the form of bio electron photons, becomes enriched with mixed natural acids and amino acids administrated through the biological agents-BA.

After the laser’s beams of bio electrons are directed to burn off oxidized proteins, pathogens, diseased tissue and tumors, it is used to clean plaque from the entire vascular system so that oxygen-rich and protein-rich blood can nourish the remaining healthy tissue. The biological electricity generated by this technology, consisting of electrons enriched with natural and amino acids, is wirelessly transferred to the body for the purpose of nourishing healthy cells and tissue and stimulating the release of new cells. The result is the rebuilding of fiber cells in the brains gray and white matter without any harmful consequences whatsoever to healthy cells and tissue.
PART 6

This laser technology also functions as a highly accurate diagnostic instrument, as a client experiences a sensation of pain when the laser beams target areas of disease or congestion. (This technology is capable of identifying areas of pathology which may not be identifiable using currently available imaging technology.) As a client’s body is cleared of diseased tissue and pathogens the experience of pain diminishes first to an experience of acupuncture-like “needling” and eventually to a comfortable vibratory sensation.

The K-BTE device has the capacity and the capability of cleaning the body of radioactive particles as well as different types of bio chemical nerve gas.

The K-BTE device attracts and transfers light – which consists of elemental bio chemical charges and electron neutrinos – into the brain. This fosters the regeneration, recovery and re-growth of neurons in the brain, thereby regaining its ability to send impulses throughout the body while improving mobility.
THE K-BTE DEVICE IS INTENDED TO BE USED IN:

-Melting and destroying malignant cancer cells in the brain – or any other physical organ – accomplished with no side effects and no harm to healthy cells.

-Melting cleanses internal plaque from the vascular system in the brain or any other physical organ. This will prevent strokes, heart attacks, diabetes and many different neurological disorders.

-Melting cleanses the fiber of dead cells – dispersing them and making space for the formation of new and healthy cells. This is the most important step for a vital, longer lasting life. It can also be used for cosmetic and aesthetic care since we are able to tighten the skin on the face, neck, arms and legs.

-When the K-BTE device releases enriched electrons combined with natural acids, including amino acids, this “bioelectricity” stimulates the release of new cells. These new cells are called daughter cells – known as the “Mitosis phase” in cell growth. In addition, the enriched electrons, in this “bioelectricity,” stimulate the growth of new cells, allowing them to split. This is known as the “Mitotic phase”. The result is the rebuilding of the fiber of muscle, bone and cartilage in any physical organ.
PART 8

The K-BTE device has the capability to cleanse the body of radioactive radiation particles as well as different types of toxic biochemical nerve gas.

The K-BTE device also has the ability of maintaining the bone and muscle tissue of astronauts in space. Currently, Astronauts’ orbits are limited to six (6) months since they suffer from deterioration of bone tissue and show significant muscle atrophy. With that said, there are no circumstances – such as gravitation, vacuum, or any type of energetic field irradiation – that would have any detrimental influence on K-BTE's own energetic field. This would allow for the maintenance of Astronauts’ bone and muscle tissue while in space thus preventing any decline or deterioration.

This enriched-electrons-radiation-emitting-process is absolutely non-radioactive, non-toxic and is, in no way, “shock therapy.”
Ex. Soviet Union, Ex Yugoslavia and Ex. Nazi Germany and Nikola Tesla research

My father, Ivo Kostovic, was employed by the former country ex-Yugoslavia as military diplomat. He also was collaborating with the former ex-Soviet Union as a Military Diplomat during the Stalin era. With his diverse background he was able to provide me with a very extensive wealth of top secret information enabling me to proceed forward. Both my parents derived a thorough basic knowledge of energetic medicine from studying my great great grand Uncle Nikola Tesla's research papers along with other top secret Nazi documents. I decided to follow in their footsteps, personally funding these many years of global research to this very day.
The acceleration of aging as we currently experience it, is really a “disease"

The acceleration of aging as we currently experience it today is a "disease" in and of itself. Research in aging was assigned top-secret military analysis before and after World War II, not only in Germany, but also the ex-Yugoslavia and the ex-Soviet Union. It was top-secret Nazi research from 1935 to 1944 and since 1944 it became very top-secret military research in the ex-Yugoslavia and the ex-Soviet Union. I further continued private studies on Nazi quantum mechanics following Warner Heisenberg’s principles of physics. My studies continued in Berlin in 1985 to 1986 with a former Nazi officer continuing with the electromagnetic principles from my ever present great great grand Uncle Nikola Tesla’s research. My mother, Bosiljka Rodic Kostovic was the great, great granddaughter of Djurda /Duka/ Mandic who was Nicola Tesla's mother. This genetic connection / in this way Djurdja Mandic was my great great great grand mother/ opened my vision to allow me to create this most secret and priceless technological discovery. It is now time for this knowledge to come to use for all mankind.
New Advanced Technology in Medicine-Bio Electron’s Photons Special Circuit

• First, my center has successfully developed special current circuit and canceled magnetic from electromagnetic.

• Second, this device extracts bio electron photons from H2O electric fluid by wire and wirelessly. Extract bio electron photons and transfer these bio electrons to physical organs.

• Third, while using the K-BTE device one/therapist has absolute control of speed/frequency of these released and enriched bio electron photons.

• Fourth, bio electrons photons using 120 or 240 Voltages or more, are converted into the strength of Micro or Nano Amperes allowing the bio electricity to softly penetrate into the brain or any other physical organ with zero harm to the healthy cells.

• Fifth, in the process of extracting bio electron photons from the electric fluid it can include transference of hundreds of different natural acids as well as amino acids. Each biological agent BA is capable to transfer 3 to 6 different natural and amino acids in any physical organ, by enriched bio electron photons, as laser from two or more opposite direction.

• Sixth, these enriched bio electrons photons are wirelessly transferred through and olive oil coating on the skin enabling the bio electricity to softly penetrate / bio electron photons always penetrate softly on the skin surface/deeply and efficiently targeting the specific ailing human tissue.
PART 12

The practitioner/therapist using the K-BTE device has absolute control of the speed, frequency, strength and power of the Micro and Nano Amperes frequencies as the energy is transferred deep into the human tissue as transformative enriched by bio electrons photons. This process is always skillfully directed into the body with the very gentle frequencies of Micro and Nano Amperes allowing zero risk of negative consequences.

- Seventh, in the final segment of this process, the practitioner transfers the attracted sunlights quanta bio-photon particles of elemental complex structure of elemental bio-chemical field/carriers of sun's bio photons/ and electron neutrinos, directly into the brain. These sunlights quanta particles are consisted in its elemental field/shape of elemental rounds/ by sun's bio-photon's, and electron neutrinos which are attracted in this process, and directly sent into the brain awakening billions of dormant brain cells, including weak dormant brain nerve cells of new life sequences. These awakened neurons start to release new neuronal motor impulses as well as fostering regeneration, recovery, and regrowth any ailing existing neurons. This process is visible with closed eyes because of stimulation of Pinal gland with high vibration bio-electricity. These bio-photons released in this sunlight quanta particles process help restore neurons communication and improved synchronization. These specific events enable neurons to increase mobility throughout the body thereby increasing health and improved function.
PART 12A

SUB ELEMENTAL QUANTA BIO ELECTRONS PARTICLES'

BIO ELECTRONS ARE SUB ELEMENTAL QUANTA ENERGETIC FORMS OF BIO ELECTRICITY. BIO ELECTRICITY IS CONVERTED FROM TESLA AC INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY CONNECTED BY A SPECIAL CIRCUIT. THE SPECIAL CIRCUIT ENABLES US TO PRODUCE (RC) REVERSE CURRENT.

REVERSE CURRENT IS A CARRIER OF A MAGNETIC CHARGE AND UNMISTAKABLY "EXTRACTING" ELECTROMAGNETIC CHARGES FROM AN INDUSTRIAL AC CURRENT. ELECTRONS DIRECTLY RELEASE MAGNETIC CHARGES IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION FROM THE ELECTRONS.

LOOSENED ELECTROMAGNETIC CHARGED ELECTRONS ARE CONVERTED IN THE LOWER STAGE/GRADE OF SUB ELEMENTAL QUANTA ELECTRON PARTICLES WHICH ALLOW THE BIO ELECTRONS IN WHICH WE PERFORM IN MICRO AMPERES, THESE ARE ONE MILLION POINTS OF AMPERES AND NANO AMPERES ARE ONE BILLION PARTS OF AMPERES.
PART 12B

IN COMPARISON, TODAY'S WORLD TECHNOLOGY IS FAR BEHIND OUR DEVELOPED TECHNOLOGY. WHILE EVIDENCE SHOW THEY CAN PERFORM INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONS IN MILI AMPERES WHICH IS ONE THOUSAND PART OF AMPERES.

PART 12A

HOWEVER, THE SPEED IS FAR TOO FAST AND THE FREQUENCY OF THE ELECTRONS CANNOT BE CONTROLLED. THE RESULT IS ELECTRIC SHOCK MOREOVER; IT COULD BE FATAL.

SUB-ELEMENTAL QUANTA ELECTRON PARTICLES ARE RELEASED THROUGH H2O ELECTRIC FLUID AND BECOME SUB ELEMENTAL QUANTA BIO ELECTRONS. BIO ELECTRONS ARE RELEASED THROUGH WIRE OR WIRELESS. THEY ARE CAPABLE OF BECOMING ENRICHED BY DIFFERENT NATURAL ACIDS AND AMINO ACIDS WHICH ARE ADMINISTERED THROUGH BIOLOGICAL AGENTS TO PENETRATE IN HUMAN PHYSICAL ORGANS.

SUB-ELEMENTAL QUANTA BIO ELECTRON PARTICLES CAN BE PERFORMED ON ANY PHYSICAL ORGAN INCLUDING THE BRAIN WITHOUT HARM TO ANY OF THE HEALTHY CELLS. THIS ALLOWS SUB ELEMENTAL QUANTA BIO ELECTRON PARTICLES, WHICH WE PERFORM IN MICRO AND NANO AMPERES, TO HAVE ABSOLUTE CONTROL OF THE SPEED AND FREQUENCY OF BIO ELECTRONS.
PART 12C

THIS IS WITHOUT QUESTION COMPLETELY DIFFERENT FROM INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONS AND THE PROCESS OF POSITRONS, ETC.,

WE SOLELY ACHIEVED THE UNIQUE PROCESS OF QUANTUM IN THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD, QUANTUM IN PHYSICS, QUANTUM IN BIOLOGY, QUANTUM IN CHEMICAL FIELD AND QUANTUM IN MEDICINE.

MOREOVER; WE SOLELY ACHIEVED SUB-ELEMENTAL QUANTA BIO ELECTRON PHOTONS PARTICLES AND TRANSFER IT DIRECTLY TO THE BRAIN WHICH AWAKENS BILLIONS OF DORMANT NEURONS FROM REGULAR LAYER/SEQUENCES AND ALSO FROM SECONDARY LAYER/SEQUENCES OF LIFE.

THERE ARE A NUMBER OF QUANTUM LAYERS/SEQUENCES IN HUMAN BRAIN WHICH CONSIST OF 100 MILLION BILLION BILLION BRAIN NERVE CELLS. TODAY’S WORLD SCIENCE IS NOT CAPABLE OF AWAKENING NEURONS, WHILE WE INDEPENDENTLY DISCOVERED, DEVELOPED AND ACHIEVED KNOWLEDGE ON HOW TO IGNITE AND AWAKE BILLIONS OF NEURONS AFTER CLEANING THE BRAIN BY BIO ELECTRONS.
PART 12D

THIS PROCESS AND ELEMENTAL STRUCTURE IS WHAT WE CALL "LIGHT". AND IT MEANS A NUMBER OF SUB ELEMENTAL QUANTA BIO ELECTRONS PHOTONS AND A NUMBER OF NEUTRAL CHARGE OF PARTICLES CAN BE FILMED WITH VERY SOPHISTICATED EQUIPMENT. LIGHT PARTICLES HAS STRUCTURE.

HUMAN ELEMENTAL BIO PHOTON PARTICLES ARE CREATED THROUGH BILLIONS OF YEARS AND THEY GROW BY ITS INTERACTION DUE TO PERFECT BUILT LIGHT STRUCTURE OF HUMAN ORIGIN/CREATION.

TODAY, IN ORDER TO IGNITE THESE PARTICLES WE MUST CONSTRUCT IT IN REVERSE FORM. SO FROM JUST A FEW HERBS FOR HUMANS WE HAVE TO RELEASE CHARGED SQUARE STRINGS QUANTA BIO PHOTONS PARTICLES WHICH ARE CAPABLE OF IGNITING OUR NEURONS AND THE DORMANT LAYERS OF HUMAN LIFE CYCLE SEQUENCES.

IN OUR U.S.A. EXPERIMENTS, WHICH WE CONDUCTED IN VIRGINIA IN 2011, WE SUCCESSFULLY FILMED THESE PARTICLES AND ITS STRUCTURE.
PART 12E

In U.S.A. Japan and China we can film/scan "elemental structure" of these "light" particles for a cost of $2,000,000.00 which will take 2 months to achieve. Our successful process is beyond what physicists did in the Large Hadron Collider in CERN, Switzerland.

This unmatched invention is the most efficient technology and stands alone in the world in prevention, healing and the rehabilitation of all physical organs. It is capable of extending the human life thirty to forty years. The benefits are miraculous and we are committed to continue to explore its endless capabilities.

We are interested in negotiations to sell the rights to the K-BTE Medical Laser Device Technology. The sale of this billion dollar technology must include a downpayment and royalties.
PART 12F

THIS IS WHAT TODAY SCIENCE ACHIEVED FOR BIO PHOTONS, FOR COMPARISON:
Recently, research has implicated photons of light as the mechanism through which the signaling occurs. It is no wonder that light may play such a pivotal role in our consciousness as well.

These bio photons, which originate and accumulate in the DNA contained within the cell nucleus are speculated to “represent a complex cell-to-cell communication that relies upon speed of light transmission,” since light represents the most rapid mediator of information transfer ever identified.

Due to the capacity of light beams to twist, researchers speculate that it can adopt a “propagated helical shape that possibly could scan and encode parts of DNA and transmit an enormous amount of data”.

Bio photons are additionally hypothesized to regulate diverse physiological processes including cell growth, differentiation, metabolism, catabolism, redox reactions, aging and death.

Because bio photons have been found in the brain and are hypothesized to be quintessential to neurological activity, scientists are exploring the possibility that neurons communicate via photonic emissions in addition to the classic electro-chemical signaling comprised of neural impulses and neurotransmitters.
Bio photons are optimal candidates, as “They travel tens of millions of times faster than a typical electrical neural signal and are not prone to thermal noise at body temperature owing to their relatively high energies. It is conceivable that evolution might have found a way to utilize these precious high-energy resources for information transfer”.

Although studies have approximated that the average rate of bio photon emission is one photon per neuron per minute, which is orders of magnitude lower than the frequency of electrochemical spikes, this cumulatively amounts to over a billion bio photon emission events per second given the sheer quantity of neurons the brain contains.

Dr. Giulio Tononi, distinguished chair in consciousness science at the University of Wisconsin, conceptualizes consciousness in units of “bits” analogous to the way information theorists measure the quantity of information stored in a computer file or a cellphone. Experiments which have shown that the bandwidth of conscious experience is less than 100 bits per second can be reconciled with this theory of bio photons as a mode of supplementary information carriers, since the billion photon emission events per second “could be sufficient to transmit a large number of bits, or to distribute a large amount of quantum entanglement”.

Research in this arena may be positioned to change the face of medicine and biology itself.
PART 12H

BIO PHOTONS RESEARCH

Bio photons come from DNA cell nucleus in the human brain. There are a few points which are most important for light particles to supply human’s central nervous system.

Unfortunately earth’s magnetic energetic field has been harmed from Asteroids several times in last 300 million years resulting in a one second error in Earth’s orbit rotation.

These events disrupt the harmony of irradiation of light in four types of irradiation, two types from space and two from Earth and Atmosphere. Therefore, irradiation ceases to attain perfection for mutual attraction and interaction.

EARTH’S ENERGETIC FIELD IRRADIATION IS A CLUE TO HUMANS TO INTERACT WITH OUTSIDE STAR’S AND SUN’S IRRADIATION2. The Star’s we have Ice-Crystal quanta light particles irradiation which contain BIO PHOTONS. These bio photons are capable of interacting with “human DNA cell nucleus in brain which contain bio photons”.
PART 12I

Ionosphere contain finest-weakest natural bio electrons inside Earths Atmosphere. It is important to charge and ignite these (1.) Sun’s light particles and (2.) Star’s light particles. Therefore, interaction of finest bio electrons from Atmosphere, capable of igniting these two types of light particles from space irradiation, are clue for the creation of the human being. Moreover; humans depend on this type of irradiation daily to support a healthy and vital life.

The result is Sun’s and Star’s elemental quanta particles, carriers of bio photons, just partially supply-irradiate the human brain with bio photons. While insufficient it became a clear clue of the acceleration of aging and also to OF LIGHT QUANTA PARTICLES WHICH CONTAIN BIO PHOTONS AND WHEN THIS ERROR APPEARS, IT ONLY PARTIALLY FUNCTIONS.

This means from outside of space we have irradiation;
1. First Sun’s quanta light particles.

2. The Star’s we have Ice-Crystal quanta light particles irradiation which contain BIO PHOTONS. These bio photons are capable of interacting with “human DNA cell nucleus in brain which contain bio photons”.

PART 12J

Earth’s gravitation and complex energetic field of geomagnetic Earth irradiation are important to attract these two types of Sun’s and Star’s to ignite light quanta particles which are carriers of bio photon particles. But because of Earth’s one second error in orbit rotation these Ionosphere and Earth’s complex energetic field of geomagnetic irradiation further create errors in elemental interaction. From this action these elemental values do not match each other’s irradiation in perfect harmony, therefore, interact partially.

So Sun’s and Star’s light quanta particles, carriers of bio photons, are partially charged from Ionosphere and partially attract from Earth’s complex energetic geomagnetic field. While insufficient it became a clear clue of the acceleration of aging and also to developing diseases and not capable of awaking new layers-sequences in the brain which are actually layers of new life cycles.

Our brain contains a number of hibernate new layers-sequences and even sub layers-sequences which contain hundreds of million billion billion brain nerve cells. These brain nerve cells are dormant and can only be awakened by interaction of outside ignited elemental-light quanta particles, carriers of bio photons.

In the Himalayas some mineral ground spots respond better, while not in perfection, better in the attraction of light quanta particles. These humans are better supplied with more complex Sun’s light and Star’s ice-crystal irradiation.
PART 12K

For example, Cuba is distinctively different since in the Himalayas the attraction is by direct irradiation from space and in Cuba it is not direct irradiation.

There are powerful spots of mineral and volcano origins on the grounds surface in Cuba which are capable of gathering from the atmospheres released-dispersed sun’s light quanta particles, carriers of bio photons, it attracts them as sheaves once again.

These gathered elemental sheaves hit the grounds surface of mineral spots and in its path, irradiate the residing humans and supply their brain with the sun’s ignited light quanta particles carrier of bio photons particles. Ignited from space light quanta particles carrier of bio photons particles interact with brain DNA bio photons awakening billions of hibernated neurons.

These people live over one hundred years, they do not use glasses to read and they are not prone to terminal illness and other diseases.

So we have one clue of four components and it is Sun’s and Star’s light particles irradiation and Earth Ionosphere and Earth gravitation of complex energetic Geomagnetic field. When these four grades of elemental energy match humans they will live more life cycles because of the capability of awaking billions and billions of neurons from new layers-sequences by bio photon interaction.
Greenland sharks live from 300 to 500 years. Giant Turtle from Madagascar live 220 to 270 years and we know why. It is the awakening of new layer-sequences into brain by the help of ignited bio photons which we call layers of new life cycles.

We stand alone in the world while we successfully collected and compiled this research and revealed these extraordinary natural secrets.

Already partially ignited light particles from space, carrier of bio photons, need help. This means it is not 100 percent sufficient in awaking dormant brain nerve cells. DNA brain nerve cells and its cell’s nucleus, which contain bio photons, has to be ignited further from an assortment of herbs. The different herbs from Earth are capable of releasing elemental values in the form of square strings particles which are capable of transferring to the brain. These ignited elemental square strings particles are capable of joining and interact from space irradiated ignited light particles and awake billions and billions of dormant nerve brain cells.

This confirms our experiments achieved in Fredericksburg, Virginia in 2011-2012. And it is the way the Greenland shark and Giant turtle live more than a few hundred-year life cycles. So, if a planet in the universe exists similar to Earth and is not affected by asteroids, these extraterrestrial-people can live in a Natural way thousands of years.
PART 12M

My center developed this revolutionary technology by studying Tesla, Heisenberg, Fritz Albert, etc. Eighty years ago, in Germany and Ex Soviet Union top secret military research was achieved in quantum in physics, quantum in biology, etc. and we know about hidden data that has never been revealed.

I independently developed this technology and achieved and accomplished all my research self-funded. And now this technology is emerging for all humans. With billions of dollars traditional medicine is far behind this epic discovery.

We discovered light quanta particles carriers of bio photons of Sun’s and Star’s ice-crystal irradiation. We discovered Earth Atmosphere and Ionosphere ignite these light particles as well as Earth complex’s energetic geomagnetic-gravitation field attracted light particles.

With the help of technology, we achieved harmony in the perfection of these light particles irradiation capable of awaking billions of human dormant brain nerve cells by the activation of bio photons of DNA brain cells nucleus. DNA of the brain contain cells nucleus of bio photon particles which interact with outside attracted ignited bio photons and ignited square string particles from herbs. The process of healing and awakening billions of neurons as well as the awakening of new life cycles by new developed advanced technology is now open.

Nick Kostovic, Inventor, Researcher
“We know today that man, essentially, is a being of light.”
And the modern science of photobiology is presently proving this. In terms of healing the
implications are immense. We now know, for example, that quanta of light can initiate, or arrest,
cascade-like reactions in the cells, and that genetic cellular damage can be virtually repaired, within
hours, by faint beams of light.

We are still on the threshold of fully understanding the complex relationship between light and life,
but we can now say emphatically, that the function of our entire metabolism is dependent on light.”

Dr. Fritz-Albert Popp, a German Physicist holds a degree in experimental physics from the
University of Wurzburg, a PhD in theoretical physics at the University of Mainz and a
Professorship at Marburg University.
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IMPORTANT
He has conducted research that confirms the existence of biophotons. These particles of light, with no mass, transmit information within and between cells. His work shows that DNA in a living cell stores and releases photons creating “biophotonic emissions” that may hold the key to illness and health. Popp’s eight books and more than 150 scientific journal articles and studies address basic questions of theoretical physics, biology, complementary medicine and biophotons.

In 1996, Dr. Popp founded the International Institute of Biophysics in Neuss, Germany. This institute is a worldwide network of biologist, chemists, medical researchers, physicists and other scientists at 14 universities and governmental research institutes.

Fritz-Albert Popp (born 1938 in Frankfurt am Main, Germany) is a German researcher in biophysics, particularly in biophotonics.

Biophotonics is a branch of quantum biology dealing with interactions between single-photons and biological matter in order to understand the inner workings of cells and tissues in living organisms. It is probably the best solution for understanding cell function by integrating molecular activities within the living cells.
Fritz emission. Albert Popp is the inventor of biophoton theory, and has coined the term biophotons which refers to coherent photons emitted from biological organisms. Biophoton theory concerns DNA as the most probable source of biophoton emission.

The biological emission of photons (biophotons) is a term used to describe the permanent ultraweak (1-100 photons/sec/cm²) emission of coherent (phase-locked and/or frequency-locked) photons from living systems. (F.A.Popp 1976) Popp considered it to be a quantum biological phenomenon with bio-informational character distinct from the non-coherent emission of photons as by-products of metabolism, like thermal radiation and bioluminescence / chemiluminescence caused by radical reactions, oxidation etc.

Biophoton/ultraweak photon emission originates from relaxation of electronically excited states of the constituents of living cells, which are generally associated with the presence of an oxidative metabolism that accompanies the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) which participate in the regulation of a wide spectrum of biochemical and physiological functions.

Biophoton/ultraweak photon emission reflects the pathophysiological state with respect to mitochondrial energy (ATP) production and the susceptibility to oxidative stress which is derived from the excessive production of ROS or a lack of activity for antioxidant protection.
Biophotons consist of light with a high degree of order, in other words, biological “laser” light. Such a light is very quiet (low-noise) and shows an extremely stable intensity, without the fluctuations normally observed in light. Because of their stable field strength, its waves can superpose, and by virtue of this, constructive and destructive interference effects become possible that do not occur in ordinary light.

IMPORTANT
Because of the high degree of coherence (high degree of order), the biological “laser” light is able to generate and keep order and also to transmit information in the organism.

IMPORTANT
Ultraweak Photon Emission (UPE) or Biophoton emission (BPE) refers to the phenomenon of constant and spontaneous emission of light from all biological systems including humans due to metabolic activities, without excitation or enhancement. This occurs in the visible and UV part of the electromagnetic spectrum at ultra low intensities, on the order of $10^{-16} - 10^{-18}$ W/cm$^2$.

The coherent emission of bio-photons is connected to energy and information transfer processes in the biological organisms, and has been linked to the function of DNA and to gene regulation.
There have been proposed various mechanisms of production, emission, and absorption of biophotons, which concern metabolic and homeostatic processes, biorhythms, intracellular and intercellular communication, cell growth and differentiation, regulation of biochemical and morphogenetic processes, microtubule function, etc.

Furthermore, this phenomenon has been experimentally verified independently by many governmental and university research laboratories in unicellular organisms, separate cell cultures (which exhibit photon communication that results in synchronization of their emission pattern), tumor cells (which exhibit characteristic photon emission pattern different from normal cells), tissues, organs, plants, animals, and humans.

As for the differentiation in photon emission between health and disease, relative studies concern the effect of microbial infections in biological systems, the correlation with states of health, and new methods of interpretation and diagnosis in pathological states such as cancer and multiple sclerosis. Further experimental studies have shown that ultraweak photon emission from the surface of the human skin is emitted in the visual and in the infrared spectrum and is also strongly correlated to electrodermal activity (Popp et al., 2006).
IMPORTANT:
In cancer diagnostics, the use of near-field electrical measurements (Pokorny et al., 2011), besides the far-field method of ultraweak photon emission, utilizes frequency selective (resonant) absorption of electromagnetic waves in malignant tumors.
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Fermions particles

The state of the universe during the earliest instants of the Big Bang expansion is poorly understood and is still under speculation and open investigation. While working with fundamental antimatter particles belonging to Fermions particles, their sub groups of Quark and Leptone, and the sub sub groups of Photons, elemental Gluon and elemental Quarks, as well as a number of other Leptons group sub sub light particles Muon and Bozons, Tau and Electron Neutrinos, etc., I discovered a new dimension of space/time which I've termed "imaginary space/time". My amazing discovery is far beyond the current research that the experts are doing with the LHC- Large Hadron Collider at CERN in Switzerland. I have proven and can prove again, that the origin of antimatter is from the "imaginary space/time continuum". The "imaginary space/time" equates to the pre-formed Universe space/time which created the Universe into what we now call the real space/time continuum. Antimatter held a very crucial role in the creation and growth of the non-elemental and neutral/elemental well preserved particle values. These non-elemental and neutral/elemental preserved particles were hidden, well preserved, contracted and compressed inside the antimatter wrapping. Such neutral preserved particle values such as elemental gluons, grew its neutral values within the antimatter, the weaker elemental values were also well preserved, contracted and compressed inside the neutral values within the antimatter wrapping. This complex non-elemental and neutral/elemental structure can only be proven by the method which I discovered. The experts at CERN have made a huge mistake. They blew up the particles and all they acquired was a firework show. Using their primitive methodology, they will never be able to obtain the visual images of the structure of any well preserved composite antimatter particles.
Before the Big Bang explosion composite antimatter particles which held within the well preserved growing neutral/elemental particle values, became oversaturated from the continual "imaginary space/time" irradiation charges and became contracted and compressed which then produced an elemental weight. These composite antimatter particles are the crucial ingredient that resulted in creating the first shift/movement in the soon-to-be forming Universe. To repeat what I've stated, due to the continual irradiation to all the composite antimatter particles from the "imaginary space/time" causing the oversaturated antimatter particles, a huge rising pressure occurred along with this emerging elemental weight. All together this created the first crucial movement causing emerging elemental friction values which ignited the Big Bang. So it was the friction values transferred to the compressed, contracted antimatter of non elemental, and neutral/elemental values that ignited the explosion of the Big Bang causing the propulsion of the Universe's rotation, and the Universe emerged as we know it today.

Then the "in perfection" composite antimatter particles containing both non-elemental neutral/elemental well preserved particles values were released simultaneously in a billionth of a second. These "in perfection" built composite antimatter particles instantaneously became the carriers of the newly emerging Universe. "Imaginary space/time" irradiation contained non-elemental speed from outside of the soon-to-be forming Universe, giving it the capability to reach speeds millions of times faster than the speed of light, thereby touching/effecting all forming particles in the Universe at the very same second in time. This Big Bang created the forming Universe separating "imaginary space/time from real space/time."
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Humanity's original particles as well as Nature's original particles were built from the "imaginary space/time before the forming Universe's real space/time continuum. I am stating that Fermions were built in "imaginary space/time" well before the Universe emerged. Yes, I have proven and can prove again that our well preserved composite antimatter particles had a journey of trillions of years in "imaginary space/time" not just 20 billion years in real space/time.

The current cosmological theory that the Big Bang happened at such enormous speeds traveling from particle to particle is false. All of these "in perfection" built antimatter particles of the soon-to-be-forming Universe were infallibly affected simultaneously igniting the Big Bang explosion and releasing their emerging energetic values.

For 21st Century science the Big Bang Theory is still a mystery, but could this just be blind ignorance?

As I previously stated I discovered a method whereby I can gently irradiate and provoke these "in perfection" neutral and elemental composite antimatter particles enabling their structure to become visible. These particles are an open book to Humanities' creation, Natures' creation, and the Universes' creation. This is the evidence needed to prove that we are not on Earth by accident.

I invented a medical laser device which I've called the K-BTE device, using bio electrical charges we have successfully restored to health many modern-day diseases. But I won't discuss that in this paper. I have modified my medical laser device and I call it the Kostovic & Tesla Biotechnological Energizer. This is an even more complex and powerful laser machine, producing visible light in the air which can be seen by the naked eye up to a distance of 2 miles away.
Visible to all, are the elementary biological and chemical iridescent charges displayed in splendid colors, moving through the air yet under my absolute control while in motion. These lasers lights are not only monochromatic but also multicolored with very different wavelength frequencies. The different specific wavelength frequency of light can be measured in nanometers. The different wavelength frequencies are caused by the interaction of the K&T-BTE with electric and energetic fields. Some of these fields are; ice-crystal electric field, ice-meteorite electric field, mineral-biological electric field, ground electric energetic field and steam electric field, etc. It is important to point out, the iridescent splendid lasers lights of fine elemental biological chemical charges are released wirelessly and are capable to irradiate in the air a number of particles which have never even been seen before. These particles are invisible to the human eye because of their extreme slight and faint energy charges. Yet we are surrounded by them as they exist throughout the entire universe. These particles can become visible to the human eye because the iridescent splendid lasers lights can attach to the exterior strings of the particles.

It is my proven knowledge that elemental, neutral, and non-elemental preserved particle values, created fermion particles, its sub groups of Leptons and Quarks including sub sub group of elemental gluons and tau and electron neutrinos. It is common knowledge that these are the foundational building blocks for all the alive and non-alive matter once the universe emerged.
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Through my experiments in 2011/2012 at 13 Cherry Laurel St., Fredericksburg Virginia I discovered this undetected structure of antimatter particles and I welcome the opportunity to easily prove it again today.

Sun’s Quanta Elemental-Light Particles

I have successfully opened structure of sun’s quanta light particles, and achieved images of elemental gluon and elemental quark, electron neutrinos, plus different elemental bio chemical charges in the form of elemental plasma, etc. These values are from the complex structure of sun’s quanta light particles which exists in our atmosphere.

I could film this again. What I have observed in the air is in a rather flittering form, as well as in it’s normal form. This film would show these elemental particles as they penetrate into the human hair. It’s elemental structure is opened and visible through the air and in the hair. The KBTE Devices unique process releases bio electricity that awakens dormant nerve cells which contain numerable neurons. These newly awaken " new neuronal branches” immediately begin to send new impulses throughout the Central Nervous System, CNS.
These new neuronal impulses interacting with the KBTE’s released by BA biological agents amino and natural acids which have a crucial role in the rebuilding of the DNA and RNA. But this process is always after we have cleansed the tissue. The first process is cleaning away the dead cells and oxidized proteins from fiber tissue, and plaque from arteries, veins and capillaries, then can the second step of rebuilding the DNA and RNA will be successful.

These high-quality impulses, along with the strong powerful amino and natural acids are actually naturally occurring in the air and herbs in certain spots around the world. One of those spots is in the Himalayas. There in Nature this combination happens where the Earth minerals irradiation interact with atmosphere, allowing the Sun Quanta light particles to hit the Earth at a specific angle making it possible for these people to have supply of such elemental irradiation through the hair directly into the brain.

In the second step, their fiber tissue by amino and natural acids from herbs is cleansed daily of the dead cells and oxidize proteins, as well as cleaning away the plaque from the channels in vascular system. There Nature has created a natural form of this powerful “bio electricity”.

*In this manner stronger impulses from the CNS interact with natural acids from herbs through blood supply. Natural acids are conductors of finest bio electricity that interact with enhanced impulses which, in this fashion, produce somewhat powerful bio electricity.
In addition, the natural path of enhanced bio electricity by natural and amino acids are capable of clearing and cleaning the fiber tissue from dead cells, oxidize proteins and plaque dispersing the toxins as we age. Without this incomparable process we are helpless and through aging we are unable to rid our bodies of the fiber tissue of dead cells, oxidize proteins and plaque which significantly increases aging moreover, the development of diseases as we age including aging itself. We have become helpless due to our arrogance and ignorance in science, (as kind of inquisition era is repeated??)

The acceleration of aging as we experience it today is a disease in itself and this research was rendered as a top-secret military analysis before and after WWII including Germany, ex. Yugoslavia and Soviet Union. It was top secret Nazi research from 1935 to 1945 and in 1944 it became top secret military research from ex. Yugoslavia and ex. Soviet Union. I have independently continued the research while personally funding my journey to date. My father, Ivo Kostovic who in 1944 was employed by these two ex-countries in Military Diplomacy, he provided me with the basic knowledge to begin my endeavor.

My private study on Nazi Quantum Mechanic in Physics was from physicist Warner Heisenberg. My studies continued in Berlin from 1985-1986, as well as my research and study on Electromagnetic by Nikola Tesla, which, for me, open the vision, allowing me to achieve this most secret and priceless while unparalleled technology which has now emerged for mankind.
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When we are young our organisms are capable of ridding the body of dead cells and oxidize proteins from fiber tissue and plaque. However, this ends around 30 years of age. After 30 the aging process causes trouble without the help from the natural phenomena in the Himalayas, but my Center has developed this invaluable technology which is incomparable in the world.

The clue is from the natural phenomena which is known in the Himalayas, but expert groups worldwide have never discovered this. But we produced technology with this profound example. This natural path allows for Himalaya people a healthy life span up to 110 years old plus while it's crucial in preventing the development of many diseases.

So, we developed technology based on such significant and unique Natural Phenomena.

After the laser’s beams of electrons are directed to burn off oxidized proteins, pathogens, diseased tissue and tumors, it is used to clean plaque from the entire vascular system so that oxygen-rich and protein-rich blood can nourish the remaining healthy tissue. The biological electricity generated by this technology, consisting of electrons enriched with natural and amino acids, is wirelessly transferred to the body for the purpose of nourishing healthy cells and tissue and stimulating the release of new cells. The result is the rebuilding of fiber cells in the brains gray and white matter without any harmful consequences whatsoever to healthy cells and tissue.
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This laser technology also functions as a highly accurate diagnostic instrument, as a client experiences a sensation of pain when the laser beams target areas of disease or congestion. (This technology is capable of identifying areas of pathology which may not be identifiable using currently available imaging technology.) As a client’s body is cleared of diseased tissue and pathogens the experience of pain diminishes first to an experience of acupuncture-like “needling” and eventually to a comfortable vibratory sensation.

After the above described “cleaning and nourishing” process is accomplished, therapist causes the laser’s released bio electrons to affect a “vibration” of the skull of the forehead, provoking brain nerve cells to release “surplus” elemental biological electricity thereby creating an energetic halo-round-shaped field surrounding the skull. These bio electrons act as a catalyst for attracting sun’s quanta bio-photons from the atmosphere. The attracted sun’s quanta bio-photons interact with brain sequences of quanta bio-photons found within functioning brain nerve cells of the Primary Life Cycle Sequence and ignite dormant brain nerve cells within this Sequence, as well as dormant brain nerve cells within the Secondary Life Cycle Sequence. “Primary Life Cycle Sequence” refers to that which is operative at the time of birth.

The attracted sun’s quanta elemental bio-photons and those within the brain nerve cells interact and communicate with each other.
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The interaction into brain causes finest impulses of bio charges to the sun’s quanta elemental bio-photons making its concentric circle capable to open elemental rounds (concentric circles) of the finest, biochemical, sun’s quanta elemental energetic values, which nourishes the awakened, previously dormant brain cells of the Primary and Secondary Life Cycle Sequences) as well as the weak, but functioning Primary Life Cycle It is more quanta sequences of brain nerve cells, as first, second, third, etc., sequences of brain nerve cells. The ability of finest biological electricity to awaken dormant brain nerve cells is something which has never before been achieved.

Areas in the CNS cleaned since interacting with the sun's quanta light particles are igniting stimulating awakening dormant brain nerve cells, including the next “secondary life cycle" sequences. Awakened neurons residing within the awakened dormant brain nerve cells immediately start to release new impulses.

These stimulated neurons are "familiar" with sun’s quanta light particles, their elemental structures recognize each other, and interacts successfully by elemental irradiation. Awakened brain nerve cells in their structure has an indestructible code, and attracted sun quanta light particles had been directed on an injured but cleaned spot and it starts to release impulses by its own neurons. It is the reason why they can easily begin to interact and continue to awaken others while the sun quanta light particles continue igniting and enhancing the neuronal branches in the brain’s nerve cells.
Our powerful KBTE Medical Laser technology is even greater than what has naturally occurred for millions of years in the Himalayas. We have achieved the capability to awaken these sequences of new life cycles (Secondary Life Cycle Sequences).

Every village, city, town, community, nation around the globe can now have this technology for their citizens. These amazing natural phenomena should not only happen in a few places around the world.

I took some photos and images of non-elemental and elemental particles, and elemental plasma. While I would like to film this, it can only be done in a very special way. With today’s technologically, it can easily be verified using advanced highly sensitive film and high speed infrared digital cameras. With this equipment I can film a number of particles never seen before. The reason for this is simple, their faint/slight structures makes it invisible, but with the KBTE’s ability to release the finest bio electricity we can attract and attached on outside and inside structure of strings/threads of these particles in a process where they can show their structure. With the right equipment I can make light particles visible which have never been seen before. I strongly believe this will totally change the story of the origin, creation of the human being, and nature and the Universe as Science knows it today. This will inform and change our current concept of human civilizations we know it.

With funding, this could be prepared in a month or so. If one needs some proof or just the general existence of elemental and non-elemental particles, well this could be filmed in a single day with the proper filming equipment.
Even the “experts” at Swiss, CERN can’t come close to what I can prove with my KBTE Device. One will never see it by blasting it open (as they attempt at CERN), but rather to gently attract it with released “bio electricity” to make it visible, which only I can do!

But to film the many elemental structures precisely, I would need a month of preparation to modify the KBTE equipment to use it in this filming process along with the proper film and camera equipment.

I have already been approached by some Countries to set up a Center but nothing will be done before a KBTE contract has been finalized.

My first contract must be my biggest the reason for this is due to the fact that the proprietary KBTE technology of Bio Electricity must be protected. As you can imagine many people have always been trying to steal this most amazing innovative technological discovery.

This is the main reason this technology is still secret.

I have experienced some minor stealing but in order to prevent major stealing I must have the funds and a solid contract so I can protect my investment. Money is the only way to fight the good fight to keep my invention safe from thieves. There are many other applications interested in this technological discovery but I won’t pursue anything else until this healing technology is well preserved.

International sales of my technology will be offer as licensed technology and partnerships. Also, we have developed Non-Profit Company which will be discussed as needed. I am open to negotiations on different issues.
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**Primary life cycle sequence- awakening the dormant/hibernating neurons**

In the final segment of this process, the therapist/practitioner transfers the attracted sun light quanta particles of the elemental complex structure of the elemental bio-chemical field, (which are carriers of bio photons and electron neutrinos), directly into the human brain. These sun light quanta particles are consisted in it’s elemental field in the shape of elemental rounds of bio-photon's, which are attracted in this process. Once attracted they are directly sent into the brain awakening billions of dormant brain cells and strengthening weak brain nerve cells of the Primary Sequence. We also fully awaken partially awakened dormant brain nerve cells of new Secondary Life Cycle Sequence. Awakening the neurons of Secondary Life Cycle Sequence technique is more complex. These awakened neurons start to release new neuronal motor impulses as well as fostering regeneration, recovery, and regrowth of any existing ailing neurons. This process is visible with closed eyes because of the stimulation to the pineal gland with the high vibrational “bio-electricity”.

The KBTE Medical Laser Device’s unique process attracts and transfers light of sun quanta particles consisting by its structure of elemental concentric rings which are consisted of bio photons and electron neutrinos penetrating directly into the brain. This light injection is capable foster the regeneration, recovery, and re-growth of neurons of the brain. This enlightening process facilitates the brain tissue to regain its ability to send impulses throughout the body while simultaneously improving mobility and homeostasis.
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The K-BTE Medical laser Device releases bio electricity that awakens dormant brain nerve cells which contain numerable neurons. These newly awaken "new neuronal branches” immediately begin to send new impulses throughout the Central Nervous System, CNS. These new neuronal impulses interacting with the KBTE’s released BA -biological agents of amino and natural acids play a crucial role in the rebuilding of the DNA and RNA. But this process is always performed after we have cleansed the tissue. Only after the first process of cleaning away the dead cells and oxidized proteins from fiber tissue, and plaque from arteries, veins and capillaries, then the second step of rebuilding the DNA and RNA can be successful!

After the above described “cleaning and nourishing” process is accomplished, therapist causes the laser’s released bio electrons' photons to effect a “vibration” of the skull of the forehead, provoking brain nerve cells to release “surplus” elemental biological electricity thereby creating an energetic halo-round-shaped field surrounding the skull. These bio electrons' photons act as a catalyst for attracting sun’s quanta bio-photons from the atmosphere. The attracted sun’s quanta bio-photons interact with brain sequences of quanta bio-photons found within functioning brain nerve cells of the Primary Life Cycle Sequence and ignite dormant brain nerve cells within this Sequence, as well as dormant brain nerve cells within the Secondary Life Cycle Sequence. “Primary Life Cycle Sequence” refers to that which is operative at the time of birth.
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These stimulated neurons are "familiar" with sun’s quanta light particles, their elemental structures recognize each other, and interacts successfully by elemental irradiation.

Awakened brain nerve cells in their structure has an indestructible code, and attracted sun quanta light particles had been directed on an injured but cleaned spot and it starts to release impulses by its own neurons. It is the reason why they can easily begin to interact and continue to awaken others while the sun quanta light particles continues igniting and enhancing the neuronal branches in the brain’s nerve cells.

These bio-photons released in this sunlight quanta particles process, helps restore neuronal communication and improved synchronization. These specific events enable neurons to increase mobility throughout the body thereby increasing health and improved function.
May I repeat the K-BTE medical laser device attracts and transfers sunlight quanta particles consisting by its structure of elemental concentric rings which consist of bio-chemical charges of bio photons and electron neutrinos which are then directed to penetrate deeply into the brain.

This is NOT Science Fiction, this light injection fosters regeneration, recovery and re-growth of neurons in the brain. This enlightening process facilitates the brain tissue to regain its ability to send impulses throughout the body while simultaneously improving mobility and homeostasis. We have turned around the effects of ALS, MS, Parkinson’s, Neuropathy, Alzheimer, Dementia, etc., and have the medical records to substantiate this.

Areas in the CNS cleaned since interacting with the sun's quanta light particles are igniting stimulating awakening dormant brain nerve cells, including the nextlayer of “secondary life cycle” sequences. Awakened neurons residing within the awakened dormant brain nerve cells immediately start to release new impulses.
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Secondary life Cycle

Our powerful KBTE Medical Laser technology is even greater than what has naturally occurred for millions of years in the Himalayas. We have achieved the capability to awaken these sequences of new life cycles (Secondary Life Cycle Sequences).

Every village, city, town, community, nation around the globe can now have this technology for their citizens. These amazing natural phenomena should not only happen in a few places around the world.

I took some photos and images of non elemental and elemental particles, and elemental plasma. While I would like to film this, it can only be done in a very special way. With today’s technologically, it can easily be verified using advanced highly sensitive film and high speed infrared digital cameras. With this equipment I can film a number of particles never seen before.

The reason for this is simple, their faint/slight structures makes it invisible, but with the KBTE’s ability to release the finest bio electricity we can attract and attached on outside and inside structure of strings/threads of these particles in a process where they can show their structure. With the right equipment I can make light particles visible which have never been seen before.
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I strongly believe this will totally change the story of the origin, creation of the human being, and nature and the Universe as Science knows it today. This will inform and change our current concept of human civilizations we know it.

It is important to note that after we accomplished the elimination of sick and number of different unhealthy cells and even eliminating cancer, but we didn’t stop there! We continued research on the brain. We studied the natural phenomena of the extreme longevity of trees as Banyan and certain animals such as the Galapagos Giant Turtle with their extended life of 260 years or more, as well as Greenland sharks which lives for 300 years or more, and the Greenland whale which lives 130 years to 240 years, and Banyan trees and other trees as Olive oil tree which lives few hundred and even more than thousand years.
Through this research we discovered a number of new life cycle layer/sequences that are applicable for human beings.

Numerable fermions particles which created all “alive and non alive” matter in Nature, the World and the Universe, are not visible because of it’s very weak, very slightly elemental energetic form. My center successfully discovered for the first time in science, a number of fermions’ invisible particles’. With a special technique that I developed in 2011 in Fredericksburg, Virginia, they can be seen and filmed, becoming visible in the air. Incidentally, this particular viewing equipment is much more sophisticated than the CERN Hadron Collider near Geneva, Switzerland. We developed and accomplished this technique which led us to discover new human life cycles which can extend the human lifespan an additional 80 to 90 years, I call this : The Secondary Life Cycle Sequence.

Official Medicine US/World estimates that the human brain consists of 100 million billions, billions of nerve brain cells. From my research I discovered they are ordered in layers/sequences from primary first life cycles, to new life cycles layers/sequences, as second, third, etc., and there are even sub-life quantum cycle layers sequences. Based on my experiments I called/titled it life cycle sequences of the well preserved quantum biological values of the number of layers/sequences of brain nerve cells.
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Based on my experiments performed on the brain with fermion particles, I have awakened what I termed Secondary Life Cycle Sequences,. It is my conclusion that the awakened brain nerve cells of the human brain consists of less than 1 percent. Only my Center has achieved awakening the Primary layers and Secondary layers of brain nerve cells of well preserved number of Human Life Cycle Sequence.

Number of the fermions particles which created all of alive and non-alive Nature and World in Universe, are not visible because of its very weak, very slightly elemental energetic form, but can be seen in the air with a special technique I developed in 2011 in Fredericksburg, Virginia. Wireless released elemental bio electrons' photons attached its elemental values on number of invisible particles, never seen before, revealing its structure and revealing to us new dimension of origin of the life of human being creation, origin of Nature and origin of Universe.
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I will repeat, incidentally, this particular viewing equipment more sophisticated than the CERN Hadron Collider near Geneva, Switzerland. By high speeds they blow up elemental particles by protons and result it is elemental plasma, and they will never/ever get structure of elemental particles, what is clue for revealing of secrets of origin.

Even primitive tribes in Malaysia are beyond results of CERN Hadron Collider, providing visible sight for invisible particles with primitive technique old more than 3,000 years. Persian teach the Romans 3,000 years ago how to monitor such invisible particles, and Romans knew for it and use it in human science to extend human life and astronomy in the era of Roman Empire.

Today such knowledge is hidden in Vatican but I revealed it easily. Today they are "so" behind and do not understand "what is about", sad but true. "Arrogance as wrapping for Ignorance is winner of 20 and 21 Century in Science and Technology".
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Performing in Micro Amperes and Nano Amperes

Today's standard technological advances are *only* capable to perform laser medical surgeries at the strength of Mili Amperes which is: 1A= 1,000 Mili Amperes.

Using the power of only 6-10 volts of electricity this equates to electric shock or most probably lethal shock. So, it is too dangerous to heal unhealthy organs.

The Kostovic Bio-Technology Energetic Device has the ability to extract bio-electron’s photons from H2O electric fluid. Creating 1A= 1,000,000 1 A = 1,000,000 Micro Amperes and 1A = 1,000,000,000 Nano Amperes.

Using the power of **120 Voltages or 240 Voltages or more**, but creating Micro amperes or even Nano Amperes we do not create any electric shock, nor is it at all lethal. Instead Nick Kostovic discovered the technology to produce photons of electrons at this micro and nano amperes level that is gentle yet precise and efficient in burning off the dead cells, and energizing the hibernating healthy cells in the central nervous vascular system and the organs that he is working on.

**Capable of performing all types of laser medical surgeries on the brain, heart, breast cancer or other cancers in any other physical organ with no harm to the healthy cells and no side effects.** He has been performing treatments for last 20 years with more than 40,000 hours using the gentle strength of Micro Amperes and Nano Amperes.
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-Micro Amperes maximum strength output between the first energetic field and the second energetic field on the floor of K-BTE (see diagram) are using 2 D/C Micro Amperes to 15 D/C Micro Amperes, with an average of 8.5 Direct Current, D/C Micro Amperes.

-This measured current is confirmed for the body's resistance from 1,000 /wet/ Ohms to 100,000 /dry/ Ohms or more, it doesn't even matter wet or dry it is not risk and it is absolute safe. The penetration of the bio electron’s photons on the surface of the skin is soft. The severity of a lethal shock is absolutely eliminated as these Voltages can not produce any dangerous electric shock to the body.

Only our method of combining high Voltages with low Micro Amperes and Nano Amperes has the capability to destroy and kill all Cancer Viruses, Hepatitis Viruses, Heart Disease, brain tumors, ALS, Parkinson's, Dementia, Alzheimer's Disease, plus bacteria and microbes which leads to numerous other diseases that thrive in the decaying tissue and oxidized proteins. These prematurely aging organs are starved of their blood supply due to the plaque in the vascular system preventing nourishment & oxygen in the blood supply from reaching and feeding the basic cells in the organ's fiber tissue resulting in decay and the premature aging of the organs.
Canceling Magnetics by Reverse Current "RC"
Connected in Special Circuit

Here is some basic information about canceling magnetics from Tesla’s Alternating industrial current AC, which enables us to produce bio electrons from H2O electric fluid. Until today no-one knows how to extract bio electrons from electric fluid, neither wired or wirelessly. And now it is the biggest discovery of the 21st century, since penicillin which was discovered in the nineteenth century by Alexander Flaming.

It will rescue tens of millions of lives each year worldwide, specifically patients suffering from a number of different terminal diseases. It is best cure for healing many terminal and other diseases, as-well-as prevention. It will significantly extend human life for 30 to 40 years, using bio electrons and bio electrons' photons, through the newly invented K-BTE medical laser device. And we didn't stopped there.....

This is what we have accomplished in the past 50 years, which was a cummulation of 30 years of research and 20 years of therapy.

The KBTE Medical Laser Device is created in a proprietary method where we assemble in a special circuitry 120V- DC/AC/RC-reverse current (canceling the magnetic from the electric) which then is transferred through (H2O) water. After deleting the magnetic aspect we extract the bio electrons from this water (H2O electric fluid), controlling their direction and strength (Micro and Nano amperes frequency). Lastly, we add in extracted bio electron’s photons enriched with a number of natural and amino acids. We incorporate these natural acids into our Biological Agents Device.
Today’s scientific formula for electromagnetic current power is: \( I=V:R \) (\( I=\)current; \( V=\)Voltages and \( R=\)Human resistance to ground in Ohms). Today's standard technological advanced medical surgeries use lasers which can only perform at the strength/frequency of Mili Amperes, which is: \( 1A=1,000 \) Mili Amperes. Please understand that if the human body’s resistance to ground is 1,000 Ohms (wet) and using 120 Voltages which is 1.2 Mili Amperes or 1,200 Micro Amperes, then it’s threshold impact, would result in electric shock and death. This is today’s current official technological development in laser medicine.

Our KBTE Device's maximum strength output among the first energetic field and the second energetic field are 2 Direct Current DC producing Micro Amperes, the maximum level is 15DC Micro Amperes, with an average of 8.5 Direct Current, DC.

This measured current is confirmed for the body’s resistance from1,000 Ohms /wet/ to 100,000 Ohms /dry/ or more, it doesn’t matter wet or dry. The severity of any lethal shock is absolutely eliminated as these voltages cannot produce a dangerous shock. The technician’s hands feel a slight tingling sensation. The client’s hands on the first energetic field feels a slight repelling action (not an attracting sensation), because we have separated electro from electromagnetic industrial electricity converting it in bio electricity.
The KBTE medical laser device is such an innovative discovery due to this special circuitry of DC /direct current/, AC /alternating current/ and RC /reverse current/. Knowing the Human body’s resistance to ground could be 1,000 Ohms (wet) yet using 120 voltages of AC we very safely produce the gentle effect of 12-15 Micro Amperes(DC). By utilizing this newly discovered Reverse Current and separating electro from magnetic we prevent electromagnetic shock. Our K-BTE device utilizing these gentle Micro Amperes frequencies we can effectively burn and disperse dead cells and oxidized proteins from fiber tissue. This frequency is 10,000 times less than the strength of today’s developed laser technology. These energetic acupuncture type penetrations on the surface of the skin are soft, not at all an electric shock. It doesn’t matter the human body’s resistance is 1,000 Ohm /wet/, or 100,000 Ohm /dry/ or more, it just doesn’t matter anymore because we are producing such a low frequency of Micro Amperes. We can even bring it down further to the Nano Amperes frequency which is 1 billionth of the amplitude.

On a daily basis, our cells are always being born, multiplying and dying. When we are young our bodies can disperse and get rid of all the dead cells in fiber tissue. We have cells that eat these dead cells and oxidized proteins and excrete it from fiber tissue. But with aging the dead cells are accumulated as well as plaque inside entire vascular system is produced faster than the aging body can excrete them and they pile up.
The oxygen and protein rich blood supply is prevented from interacting with the muscle fibers due to this build up of plaque in vascular system and dead cells in fiber tissue. These nourishing proteins become oxidized proteins. These oxidized proteins become our number one (1) enemy, as they attract parasites, microbes and bacteria’s etc. So now the human body not only has dying fiber tissue / the building blocks of muscle tissue/, but we also have different diseases developing. If we are not able to cleanse this declining fiber tissue from the dead cells and oxidized proteins, and plaque from vascular system, then the fiber tissue will die, creating a domino like effect killing more and more fiber tissues, the building blocks of the human body’s muscle’s organs.

For the first time in history our discovery has enabled us to maintain the physical organs, as heart, liver, kidneys, lungs,etc., by 100 percent cleaning of plaque in vascular system and dead cells from fiber tissue.
As I clearly outlined we do this by first cleansing the fiber tissues, burning away the dead cells and oxidized proteins, and plaque from entire vascular system with our wireless biological electrical laser acupuncture of bio electrons' treatment. After we have burned away the dead cells and oxidized proteins as well as plaque from vascular system, making space for the healthy blood supply to finally reach the fiber tissues, then body can rebuild healthy fiber tissue, and regain atrophied muscle tissue for 30 to 40 percent of any physical organ.

These enriched electrons radiation emitting process is absolute non – radioactive, and it is not shock therapy.

I have no doubt that our technology of using bio electric electron’s photon s enriched with certain natural acids it will also destroy and kill Ebola Viruses and prevent Epidemics, obviously I just haven't had the opportunity to try it yet.
Cancer & Viruses

Our studies are based on 70 to 100 years of research in physics, biology, chemistry and electromagnetic fields, from many brilliant Nobel prize winners.

One brilliant German scientist, Otto Warburg won the 1931 Nobel Prize discovered:

- viruses avoid oxygen because it kills them
- viruses influence depraved/distorted healthy cells by lack of oxygen
- healthy cells degenerate and desperately extract sugar
- this degeneration of healthy cells produced number of new malignant cancer cells
- malignant cells are emerged mostly by viruses, and start to eat fiber tissue, oxidize proteins, and healthy fiber tissue
- cancer cells start growing into mass tumors
- modified cancer cells, after “ripped off” its spread out from protection in the shell/membrane’s nest. It needs oxygen for multiple of own cancer cells, so it starts spreading out from nest releasing malignant cells with growing metastases, multiplying in the human body….

About 2,000 helpless people die in the US every single day because of the false knowledge and practices in the current PhD community. In last 50 years, an increase of dying cancer patients reached an unprecedented 1,250 percent. Meaning, each year an average 20 to 25 percent.
According to our findings about this PhD, the results DO NOT MATCH NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHICH DIE, IN COMPARISON WITH HEALED PATIENTS. THE INCREASE OF DEATH EACH YEAR, VERSUS THE HEALING OF CANCER PATIENTS DECREASE EVERY YEAR. IT IS A CRIMINAL ACT THAT THESE FINDINGS AND RESULTS ARE NOT PROPERLY BEING HANDLED CREATING A DISASTROUS SITUATION FOR THESE PATIENTS.

Radio static surgery of Boron 11 isotopes make fission in Helium 7 and Lithium 4 a powerful supplement to feed/nourish cancer cells and even release Gamma photons which become a powerful killer of healthy brain cells. Gamma photons kill all of the healthy brain nerve cells on its path. Chemotherapy, after long usage, instead of treating and killing the cancer cells ends up nourishing the cancer cells in more than 70 percent of cases. After that, the cancer cells may blow up/explode and kill the patient in a few days via horrible torture in which the cancer starts eating away the closest physical organs, fiber tissue and bone tissue. Such important information is being suppressed from the public which is an inhumane crime to these patients.
Science has confirmed that acids such as Oleic/linooleic acids, lemon/lime acids, non-ripped fig tryptophan acids are the most powerful killers of cancer cells based on Lab results in NIH and Baltimore Institute etc. research. However, they were never able to extract and transfer their healing properties to cancerous affected human’s physical organs, since they had never discovered or developed bio-electron lasers.

Bio electron lasers are able to transfer these natural acids. With pure 99 percent sugar cane alcohol and above mentioned natural acids, when converting bio electrons by these acids in enriched / coating bio electrons, we received the most powerful destroyer of different malignant cells and metastasis, with no harm to the healthy cells.

**Today's official sciences in Medicine is far behind this new technology**

Bio electrons carry natural acids in energetic form, and its fuel depends on huge amounts of oxygen, which is capable to destroying the viruses. Oxygen from a bio energetic form of bio electrons are destroying viruses, and there is nothing else capable of doing this and receiving such results in today's world’s modern technology. We continuously destroy viruses by using these energetic natural acids which are coating bio electrons, enabling them to start powerfully destroying also known as “burning off” the cancer cells, oxidize proteins, parasites, etc.
Bio electrons have the capability to be directed from two or more opposite directions using biological agents on a particular spot, powerfully destroying tumor masses, by eliminating/killing the malignant cancer cells. Destroying the cancer cells by enriched bio electrons could be monitored from a ultrasound machine from minute to minute. This is important clue and evidence that the technology is working.

A well-known institute in Tel Aviv Israel called Tehnion, based on our document, is testing and confirming this method of striking the cancer with Industrial electrons / they never developed bio electron laser / and monitoring by ultrasound moment by moment.

Furthermore, 99% pure sugar cane alcohol can produce an impact for cancer cells simulating as “Volcano Lava” and this extremely powerful method, melted this sugar’s cancer cells own ingredients’ in the form of glowing red-hot sugar. It started to melt down its “own cancer cells” with no harm to the healthy cells. It is the only way to defeat cancer, and we are the only establishment in the world capable of succeeding with a 100% of destroying malignant cancer.
For this reason, only we are capable of saying: "I am able to definitively tell you that curing cancer is no longer a dream. It has become viable reality with my newly developed advanced, priceless, innovative technology. I have personally been successfully in treating and curing cancer for the last 20 years, 3 years in Europe and more than 16 years here in the USA. The prototype of my K-BTE Medical Laser Device has logged over 40,000 hours of direct use. The K-BTE equipment has no side effects and is affirmatively physiologically safe causing no harm to healthy cells. This developed technology is based on Natural phenomena best described in comparison with some areas in Himalayas, and new era in healthcare bio-energetic technology emerged with zero risk which is 100% absolute safe."

My discovery and the technology I have developed is beyond today’s science, including the U.S.A. and other world wide science communities; they are far from achieving what we have accomplished in Medicine, Electromagnetics, and Quantum Physics, Quantum Biology, and Quantum Chemistry.
Effective use of K-BTE medical laser device in malignant cancer cases

Patient D. is a 69-year-old female who had six malignant brain tumors with multiple lesions.

This description as one of the most significant examples of healing malignant cancers with the K-BTE medical laser device, after UCLA radio static surgery failed. Patient D. was diagnosed with malignant hemangiopericytoma. There were multiple lesions throughout the brain. One tumor was located in the occipital region, two tumors were in the right frontal region. Additional tumors were growing including the left parasagittal motor and apex of the parietal region and one positioned in the left frontal area. Due to the multiplicity of lesions, the doctor at UCLA could only suggest radioactive radiation therapy on the entire brain. This treatment is highly dangerous with a bleak prognosis. When the entire brain is treated with radioactive radiation it prevents spinal fluid from clotting. The patients can’t survive and they will begin to lose their memory, gradually be paralyzed, become blind, and have a dramatic weight and hearing loss leading to death. Patient will die in less of the two months. Patient declined this radiation treatment and opted for our bio-electric surgery and therapy at the Biotechnological Health Center.

The beginning of therapy for Patient D. was very painful. Our treatment is to wirelessly send biophotons to kill the multiple lesions of cancer cells, a total of six (6) tumors within the brain.
We attacked the cancer cells with bio electron’s photons, enriched by fig acids, lemon acids, and Oleic and Leno Oleic acids. These converted and the enriched electrons are now put in kind of the elemental energetic form of the bio-electricity. Using this bio electricity of enriched electrons by natural and amino acids we were able to wirelessly burn away the cancer cells from the brain tissue without harming the healthy cells enabling the body to easily excrete them.

These elementary energetic values of bio electron’s photons penetrated deep into the brain, immediately started to combat by burning the multiple lesions away, and destroying the tumors.

With each session, the pain lessened and became more tolerable. After 58 treatments, multiple lesions were “burned off” and completely destroyed.

Also, three mass tumors were shrunk and another three new mass formations tumors were destroyed and dispersed-vanished, with no side effect. All unhealthy cells dispersed with no negative side effects.

The brain recovered and Patient D. returns to a normal functioning vital life. This was all accomplished with no harm or injury of any kind to any healthy cells.
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Additional 35 treatments were provided on Patient D’s brain, just as for preventive measures, to make sure there were no hidden unhealthy cancer cells. Utilizing this same process of transferring elementary laser beams of enriched electrons of “biological electricity” throughout the brain we were strengthen the brain in reviving and regaining the natural flow of neuron electrical and motor impulses.

When Patient D. and I visited her former UCLA doctor, their medical records confirmed our unprecedented successful healing process. After Patient D.'s successful recovery, she continued to live a healthy and vital life for an additional 5 years.

K-BTE Medical Laser Device which performs bio electric surgery and therapy, provided improvement in healing, that are based on sufficient and valid scientific evidence and has demonstrated that the K-BTE device as labeled will provide clinically significant results while it does not present an unreasonable risk of illnesses or injury associated with the use of this device.

Patient E., a 13 years old female, showed the pituitary gland was enlarged with bilobed 1.7 cm tumor mass abutting the optic chiasm, consistent with a macro adenoma. It caused an increase of prolactin registering 49.4 NG/ML and TSH to 487mU/L. Pituitary gland tumor are caused an unbalance level of TSH and Hyperthyroidism (over active thyroid).
Therapy was performed with K-BTE medical laser device. The enriched bio electron’s photons were transferred in the form of elementary laser’s beams of biological electricity through biological and mineral the agents (gold and pyrite), penetrating deep into the mid brain. The first cycle 25 sessions of treatment powerfully destroyed the mid brain pituitary gland lesion.

Prolactin levels came down to 10.17 NG/ML and TSH levels came down to 19.61 UIU/ml.

The second cycle consists of 26 sessions, the lesion was struck with the same technique. Through this exclusive bio electric surgery and therapy, we effectively eliminated the extension of the lesion and tumor mass that was affecting the optic chiasm.

As a result, the brain blood stream was normalized, vision was improved, headaches subsided and her lost menstrual cycle resumed. The bilobed pituitary lesion decreased from 1.7 cm (17mm) down significantly to 1.05 cm (10.5mm). Prolactin 13.7 NG/ML and TSH decreased to the appropriate level of 2.65 Mu/L. The Hyperthyroidism (overactive thyroid) caused by a pituitary gland brain tumor, was effectively returned to normal level 2.65 Mu/L.

The brain completely recovered and this was accomplished without any possibility of reversing or spreading of the malignant brain tumor, and without any negative side effects.
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Patient F., is a 70 years old female with a type of lung cancer. The mass measured 3.8 cm, and was on the right side and had already metastasized.

The permanent striking of the tumor with elementary laser’s beams of the bio electricity was done in an 140 sessions. The goal was to shrink and eradicate the possibility of any further growth. We struck the affected areas of the lungs through the front and back of the body.

Multiply sheaves of the elementary laser’s beams of enriched bio electron’s photons of the biological electricity were administered through biological and mineral agent’s gold and pyrite, effectively penetrating and burning the metastasis and the tumor mass.

We struck the mass with sheaves of elementary laser’s beams of biological electricity tremendously increased by the elementary energetic values from virgin olive oil, (natural acids), Oleic and Leno oleic acids, antioxidants, non-saturated fats, and polyphenol. The “burned off malignant cells and tumor masses were effectively destroyed and naturally excreted from the body with no possibility of multiplying or spreading.
Patient G., is a 74-year-old male. The pathology report showed an aggressive type of prostate carcinoma. The present level of G lessons score is 4+4, and prostate gland is enlarged and measured 10.5 cm. The inflammation of the prostate gland has been present for the last year and his PSA measures 9.4 points. The patient noted frequent attempts to urinate especially throughout the night.

The bio electric surgery and therapy was performed by K-BTE medical laser device, striking the prostate gland and surrounding areas. After 20 sessions of therapy Patient G. had a MRI with and without contrast. Reports confirmed that the patient was cancer free, with no inflammation and the prostate gland showed slightly larger than normal. Blood tests measured PSA levels at 5.6 which had decreased from 9.4.

The prostate gland shrunk from 10.5 cm to 5.5 cm. The 5.0 cm of difference consisted of cancer cells, dead cells, piles of oxidation proteins and rotten tissue. These piles of oxidation proteins and rotten tissue had been “burned off” by K-BTE device creating no harm to the healthy cells and with no negative side effects. This is the first case in the world to eliminate 5,0 cm of sick unhealthy tissue from prostate gland without “standard” surgery. Normal urination was restored.
The vascular system of prostate gland was cleaned from any internal congestion caused by harmful cholesterol. Also, the gland was cleaned from any dead cells caused by oxidation of proteins. These causes of oxidized proteins have a crucial impact in development rotting tissue and aggressive malignant cancer. The function of the prostate gland was restored by performing bio electric surgery and therapy using K-BTE medical laser device.

The aggressive malignant cancer was cured. Additional treatments were provided for the recovering and the regeneration of the prostate gland, and bladder, as well as restoring PSA to the normal level. Patient G. is living a vital and healthy life with fully functioning prostate and bladder.

The thyroid gland tumors cause imbalanced THS levels. With our bio electric therapy Hypothyroid (under active thyroid) can be recovered. We approached the thyroid gland with enriched electrons of the elementary laser’s beams in our revolutionary effective healing process.

We wirelessly direct elementary laser beams to penetrate into the thyroid gland and surrounding areas cleansing the glands vascular system of the congestion from unhealthy cells as well as the piles of oxidized protein and the dead cells inside the gland fiber tissues.
The dying of cells is caused by the oxidation of over compressed toxic proteins. Performing “bio electric” surgical and therapy makes room for new healthy cells and proteins. Simultaneously, the new cells are stimulated and nourished by the elementary ingredients in biochemical links of enriched bio electron’s photons with natural and amino acids.

Superior and inferior thyroid arteries, superior middle and inferior thyroid veins were cleansed.

The veins, arteries and capillaries filled with sticky layers of harmful cholesterol, and clots were dispersed, with no harms to the healthy cells, and without any negative side effects. The tumor cells were killed and the tumor shrunk.

The remaining dead small tumor mass posed no discomfort so Patient decided to leave it. But it could have been surgical removed if the patient wanted, as there is no longer any risk of spreading living tumor cells. If the tumor was living, then with any surgical procedure there is a 99% chance of those cells spreading throughout the body.

These techniques performed by our K-BTE medical laser device eliminated the Hypothyroidism (under active thyroid) returned the thyroid gland to normal function and TSH levels to normal.
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Patient H. suffered from planocelulare larynges cancer. The cancer was progressing. The evaluation revealed an affected mass of 3.5 cm.

The K-BTE medical laser device was used in the energetic cycle of 125 sessions on Patient H cancer. We struck the tumor mass with elementary beams of enriched bio electron’s photons of the biological electricity simultaneously from both sides of the throat. The sheaves of enriched elementary beams easily struck the cancer mass, penetrating deeply in the throat area. The mass was reduced. The malignant cells were effectively destroyed eliminating the possibility of these cells multiplying. This malignant tumor of 3.5 cm mass was ultimately destroyed without any side effects. The mass was completely reduced and vanished.

Patient I. suffered pancreatic cancer. After only 90 sessions (a short treatment) using the K-BTE medical laser device and striking by enriched bio electron’s photons, the tumors in the pancreas were blocked and shrunk. The metastasis through pancreas and liver were destroyed and the Patient I regained a fully healthy life.
Patient O. was suffering from malignant skin cancer on the face and skull. These malignant unhealthy cells were struck “burned off” by bio electron’s photons enriched with different natural and amino acids. Although Patient O was in very bad condition, was reported that the treatment performed by laser medical device K-BTE, was not painful. In only two months (we consider as short time use), skin cancer was completely eliminated, with no scars’, no harm to the healthy cells and no negative side effects. Patient O was completely recovered, and cancer didn’t return.

Breast cancer: Patient P. 80 years old, suffered from the breast cancer. The pills based on kind of the chemo therapy didn’t stop swelling of tumor mass. Walter Reed Hospital only option was to suggest surgery.

Patient P. refused surgery and came to my office in Fredericksburg VA, in March of 2011.

Performing by K-BTE medical laser device, we released with our bio electricity’s enriched bio electron’s photons, penetrating through the skin, killing the unhealthy cancerous cells and significantly shrinking the tumor. The patient P. avoid surgery and returned to her healthy and vital life. Treatments were short term use.
Healing of Neurological Disorders with Bio Electron’s Photons

Before I begin the cases below, let me explain what and how this Kostovic Biotechnological Energetic Medical Laser Device, K-BTE works. The K-BTE Device is created in a proprietary method, we’ve assembled in a special circuitry 120volts of Dc/Ac/Reverse(canceling the magnetic from the electric) which then is transferred through water. After deleting the magnetic aspect we extract the bio electrons from this water (electric fluid), controlling their direction and strength(micro and nano amperes frequency). Lastly we add in extracted electrons enriched with a number of natural acids. We incorporate these natural acids into our Biological Agents Device.

Knowing the human body’s resistance to the ground is 1,000 Ohms (dry) yet using 120 voltages of AC we very safely produce the gentle effect of 12-15 Micro Amperes(DC). By utilizing this newly discovered Reverse Current and separating electro from magnetic we easily prevent electromagnetic shock. Our K-BTE device utilizing these gentle Micro Amperes frequencies can effectively burn and disperse oxidized proteins from the body. This frequency is 10,000 times less in strength than today’s developed laser technology. These energetic acupuncture type penetrations on the surface of the skin are soft, not at all an electric shock. It doesn’t matter the human body’s resistance to the ground is 1,000, or 100,000 or 1,000,000, wet or dry, it just doesn’t matter anymore because we can produce such a low frequency of Micro Amperes and we have eliminated the magnetic from the equation. We can even bring it down further to the Nano Amperes frequency which is 1 billionth of the amplitude.
The new invented laser medical device Kostovic Biotechnological Energizer, called K-BTE correlates to the energetic fields that already exist in nature, but in more effective form. The mineral granite fields surrounded by ice, caused by low temperature in nature, radiate strong elementary energy. The irradiated elementary energy from mineral fields interacts with complex elementary biochemical energy charges from the sun’s rays. It is well known that these fields exist in the far regions of Earth.

For example, some of these extraordinary energy fields are found on the slopes of Himalayas. These areas attract extremely powerful, complex and rich sun’s ray elementary biochemical energy charges from nature and can contribute to a longer lasting and healthier life. For this reason, some people in these areas live extended lives, up to one hundred years or more and are not prone to most degenerative diseases.

Kostovic -Biotechnological Energizer, K-BTE medical laser device creates a powerful energetic vibration through its field that is capable to attract these elementary biochemical charges and the electron neutrinos, which are more effective, form than extraordinary fields on the Earth, as the slopes of Himalayas.
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The durability of rudiment of cellular components is directly dependent on the attracted new elementary biochemical charges and electron neutrinos. Released elementary biochemical charges and electron neutrinos are the only ones in the form of the elemental energetic values. These are capable of nourishing and rebuilding the cellular components into central nervous system. Enzyme proteins are enriched, and the oxidized proteins are unmistakably “burned off”. The rudiment of cellular components is consist of DNA, proteins and lipids as chemical element. Its recovery depends exclusively on attracted elemental biochemical energetic values.

The Center has further continued research and development of the transfer of the different elementary energy values from nature through hairs and skin (hairs are the offshoot of central nervous system), directly into the cellular components of the brain. Due to the stimulation of the pineal gland in the brain, this process is visible with the closed eyes.

On a daily basis our cells are always being born and dying. When we are young our bodies can disperse and get rid of all the dead cells. We have cells that eat these dead oxidized proteins. But with aging the dead cells are produced faster than the aging body can get rid of. When the oxygen and protein rich blood supply is prevented from reaching and feeding the muscle fibers due to this build up of dead cells, then the nourishing proteins become oxidized proteins.
These oxidized proteins become our number 1 enemy, as they attract parasites, microbes and bacterias etc. So now the human body not only has dying fiber tissue, the building blocks of muscle tissue but we also have diseases developing. If we are not able to clean this declining fiber tissue from the dead cells and oxidized proteins, then the tissue will die, creating a domino like effect killing more and more fiber tissues, the building blocks of the organs.

For the first time in history our discovery enables us to maintain the physical organs. We do this by first cleansing the fiber tissues, burning away the dead cells and oxidized proteins with our wireless acupuncture therapy. After we have burned away the dead cells and oxidized proteins making space for the healthy blood supply to finally reach the fiber tissues, then body can rebuild healthy fiber tissue.

The K-BTE Medical Laser Device is always preformed in three phases which is why it is so highly efficient in improving and healing the different types of neurological and physical disorders. As I have stated first we wirelessly send biochemical electrical impulses into the diseased fiber tissue of injured areas to “burn off” the oxidized proteins, unhealthy and malignant cells from the healthy cells, enabling the body to easily excrete them.
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While wirelessly sending these photons of bio electrons through the patient’s skin to burn away the diseased areas, we are also burning away any plaque within the vascular system that is supplying this area. Thereby eliminating clots in vascular system, enabling the injured and healthy cells to fully receive the healthy blood supply of oxygen and proteins.

After we have cleansed the area with the bio electrical electricity, the second process is using the Biological Agent Device. This Biological Agent Device releases sheaves of elementary laser beams of biological electricity with enriched electrons. We enrich the electrons with biological and mineral agents such as gold, silver and pyrite-Fe2 and converted amino acids. We use various natural acid liquids such as virgin olive oil, fig acid, and lemon, etc., (“values of different energetic conductors”) into an energetic form of enriched electrons. The virgin olive oil contains natural acids, Oleic and Linoleic which are considered antioxidants, not saturated fats, like polyphenol.

These ingredients are very important in the protection of healthy cells from destructible free radicals. We biochemically charge these natural acids converting them into a light wrapping which surrounds the electrons. Extracted from the H20 electric fluid and coated with the converted natural acids (light charged), these electrons become bio electron photons which we are capable to absolutely control and direct into the patient’s tissue, nourishing and invigorating the healthy cells.
The final segment of this therapy, is very intricate. I have many documents on my website that delve into greater detail. This Center has continued in-depth research and development of the laser’s transfer of the different elementary energy values from nature through the hair and skin pores (hairs are the offshoots of the central nervous system), directly into the cellular components of the brain. In this final segment the therapist touches the client’s forehead with his/her index fingers which stimulates the pineal gland in the brain, this laser process is easily visible with the patients closed eyes.

The therapist transfers the biological electricity in the form of different energetic vibrations by pressing his/her fingers on the patient’s forehead, scalp and skin releasing this bio electric vibration which supplies throughout the recently cleansed brain with more of the finest/slightest bio photon elemental energy.

This finest bio photon elemental energy interacts with the brain enabling/reflecting surplus weaker elemental energy to irradiate out from the brain creating an aura of elemental energy. This aura around the outside of the calvarium/skull becomes the catalyst for attracting more elemental biophoton particles of sunlight directly into the brain. These elemental bio photon sunlight particles (which can’t be seen with the naked eye) surrounds us in nature and now for the first time in history we can attract and direct them.
This surplus of weaker elemental brain irradiation now circulating in an aura outside of the skull appears to the patient’s open eyes as a wavy blurry view. Our ability to attract these bio photon sunlight particles directly into the brain provokes/awakens passive, dormant, hibernating brain nerve cells. As we awaken the passive/hibernating brain nerve cells we are simultaneously nourishing and feeding any damaged and weaken areas thereby regenerating these harmed and injured areas in the brain.

The healing process to the brain’s nerve cells gradually become visible to the patient by this special way of attracting elementary biochemical bio photon charges. With closed eyes the patient sees circles of many colors including white, black, blue, green, red, rose, yellow, turquoise, purple, orange and gold as the body absorbs the elementary biochemical bio photon charges awakening billions of hibernating passive brain nerve cells converting them into newly activated brain nerve cells.

When dormant, passive brain nerve cells now become newly activated brain nerve cells, the brain can then successfully combat the causes of most neurological disorders and traumatic brain injuries.
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Simultaneously, while the newly activated brain nerve cells (the former passive, dormant brain nerve cells) are being strengthened and invigorated they are now creating improvement in the neuronal functioning plus increasing neuronal production and improving the various nerve impulses throughout the body.

The mobility and movements of the arms, legs, spine etc, reacquire their normal function, since the neuronal activity has been repaired, the body is restored. The results are notable, the mitigation of immobility displays the improvement for the patients suffering from this horrible disease. In their dormant form these passive brain nerve cells are resistant and indestructible to all neurological illnesses. The passive brain nerve cells are slight and very sensitive and contain faint energy charges which can only be stimulated/awakened by attracting to them the finest elementary biochemical energy charges through this very slight form of energetic vibrations.
ALS (Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis) is a disorder of the motor neurons which are responsible for contracting skeletal muscles. The body’s organ muscles start to atrophy, loosing functionality and with some paralysis begins. The varying degrees of this illness affect gradually two groups of motor neurons. One group of motor neurons results in the immobility of the extremities and other in the form of paralysis in some organs. The characteristic symptoms of ALS eventually appear as a weakened neuronal structure. ALS is most likely well established by the time the patient first notices muscles weakness, shortness of breath, reduced ability to swallow, decreased mobility etc.

As we perform our Bio-electric surgery and therapy on ALS sufferers, releasing bio electron’s photons enriched with natural acids into the brain. The damaged areas are easily revealed due to the fact that the infected areas in the brain are quite painful when touched with our bio energetic acupuncture technique. Using two agents, one from minerals such as gold, silver, or pyrite and the other from biological agents such as lemons, fig acids and fish bones we simultaneously send the bio electron’s photons enriched with these natural acids into the brain. As they penetrate throughout the brain the unhealthy cells from the damaged areas begin a “burning off” process enabling them now to be easily excreted from the body. The ALS damaged areas in the brain are a source of aggressive “dying off” of active brain nerve cells. We are able to prevent this condition from further neuronal deterioration and non functioning of motor impulses.
Our results are a notable process due to the mitigation of further immobility as well as paralysis. For some clients we can completely bring back the body’s normal functioning again.

Treatment plans for ALS patients are a minimum of one year with daily sessions of 50 minutes at least 6 days a week. Daily sessions could consist of more than one 50 minute treatment per day. Treatment plans are determined by the severity of their condition. After the treatment plan has been completed it is necessary to have a yearly follow up of at least one month. It is strongly recommended to have this yearly clean-up to refresh those formerly affected weakened areas of the ALS. These patients who have had the bio-electric therapy benefit greatly especially since it is also preventive to paralysis. The duration of recovery and improvement is long lasting but follow-ups are imperative to keep those dead cells from piling up again. Though the enriched bio electron’s photons released has the capability of regaining neuronal motor impulses many wheelchair bound patients still need to get physical therapy to rebuild those atrophied muscles so they can finally get out of the wheelchair.
ALS Berbery Type Case

The patient A. was diagnosed with ALS Berbery type in June 2001. He was seen by the top ALS expert at UCLA in August 2001. The doctors informed the patient that his CO2 would measure 45 points within 6 months which would cause suffocation. The doctor’s predicted this progressive disease would end his life by January 2002. The UCLA doctors informed him that any technology for preventing the growth of the CO2 had not been developed yet. Fortunately patient A. found our center. We stand alone in our technology since we are able to clean his physical organs from CO2, nerve’s biochemical toxic gases, radioactive radiations, etc. Medical doctors have yet to match our technology. Which is why the FDA has approved our laser medical device and given it a classification of it’s own.

UCLA offered the patient an experimental drug called Rilutek. The prescribed drug would somehow subside suffocation, but the side effects would compromise his liver and kidney functions. The drug, with these side effects, could not extend the patients life beyond 6 months which matched his CO2 prognosis. Fortunately the patient A declined the medication.
Patient A. suffered from ALS-Berbery type, beside the difficulty breathing and swallowing his symptoms included falling down. Patient A. came to the Biotechnological Health Center January 13, 2002. Hopeless and near death he was desperately looking for help. He had heard that I helped a patient suffering from ALS who's mobility was restored after the K-BTE treatments. With this type of ALS- Berbery - CO2 levels were at 43 points which is extremely high for the lungs. As noted, this level of CO2 would naturally increase and eventually cause suffocation. Within 10 days of treatments his CO2 was decreased by one point bringing it to 42. The treatments were performed directly into the chest area simultaneously from front and the back. The patient released by coughing up colorless, sticky layers of compressed mucous. By releasing these elementary laser’s beams of enriched bio electron’s photons of the biological electricity into the skin and then into the blood vessels in the lungs we started the process of cleaning. After 1 month of sessions his CO2 decreased and his muscle structure was strengthened. After 180 treatments the CO2 was lowered to 28 which is normal, and it never increased again. We also treated the throat area, strengthening the nodules on the vocal cords thus recovering speech, rejuvenating the esophagus tissues and restoring the ability to swallow. By treating the neck area his head was able to become straightened to its normal vertical position within one month. Arms and legs were restored from atrophy and restored the existing areas from paralysis. After 18 months the patient’s results were notable, walking, laughing, speaking, swallowing, his entire metabolic condition improved. His life was extended 8 years. But unfortunately, Patient A did not commit to the recommended follow-ups.
Parkinson’s Disease Case

Parkinson’s disease affects the neurons that control the complex performance of body movements. Their decline causes weakness and the patient experiences tremors in the arms and legs gradually becoming paralyzed.

Patient B. is a 80 year old man with Parkinson’s Disease: The patient had tremors in both arms and his right leg causing aggravated mobility. UCLA medical doctors prescribed a combination of levodopa and carbidopa which is used to treat the symptoms of Parkinson's Disease. The drugs didn’t help, and the UCLA doctors didn’t have any other technological healing options. The patient was not satisfied with the traditional treatment plan so he sought treatment at The Biotechnological Health Center, Inc. His active brain nerve cells were strengthened by the penetrating enriched bio electron’s photons in the form of elementary needles of energetic acupuncture. The passive brain nerve cells were awakened by the elemental biochemical charges of different energetic vibrations. We successfully reversed his nerve damage and reversed the muscle damage. Patient B’s arms and legs were restored from tremors thus returning to his normal mobile function.
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His symptoms were completely eliminated confirming our results as notable and worthy of attention from the medical community. The enriched bio electron’s photons of bio-electricity also renewed Patient B’s weakened and sore knee tissues, bone and soft cartilage.

Patient B’s testimony which was written after his recovery can be found on my website. In addition, his testimony was filmed by Croatian National Television. Patient B. is first case in the world cured from Parkinson’s diseases.
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Treatment for Alzheimer's

Alzheimer’s disease affects the memory and intelligence. Patients become unable to recognize the closest of family members and their environment. Treatments plan is a minimum of 1 year, 6 days per week with 50 minute sessions, we think double sessions each day can speed up the recovery time.

The damaged areas of the brain caused by Alzheimer’s disease are treated as I explained earlier with striking the skull with enriched bio electron’s photons in the form of elementary needles of energetic acupuncture through biological agents.

As noted, the bio photon energy wirelessly penetrates through the skin directly into the sickened areas deep into the brain, targeting the sources of the illness. The biological electricity is enriched with amino acids of Virgin olive oil etc which is converted into an energetic form of enriched bio electron’s photons. These enriched amino acids in the biological agents penetrate into the brain revealing the damaged brain areas, the sources of the disease which we gently yet powerfully destroy. Modern science hasn’t yet discovered the causes of Alzheimer’s disease as well as most neurological disorders, yet we can easily can find the exact damaged areas deep into the brain, because they are painful.
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Directing these sheaves of enriched electrons into these painful areas we destroy and excrete these unhealthy cells from the brain. We know improvements are made when the pain level had decreased, neuronal functioning is restored and the patient reports that memory and intelligence has definitely improved.

**MS Disease Case**

Patient C. is a 33 years old female patient from Zagreb, Croatia. She suffered from an extremely progressive type of multiple sclerosis. Her symptoms included lose of balance and falling down. After nineteen weeks of treatments the patient was recovered to normal balance.

MS disorder is caused by inflammation of the myelin sheath which causes impairment and a decline of motor neuron functioning. Gradually the muscular system becomes paralyzed, diminishing the patient’s mobility. Using the same technique of intensive therapy by the K-TBE laser medical device, releasing enriched bio electron’s photons into the body, the patient’s legs and arms muscle impairment was reversed and mobility was restored. In addition, the blood circulation returned to these areas and reflexes were restored and active.
These improvements were accomplished by regenerating active and awakening passive/hibernating brain nerve cells with the elemental biochemical values. The damaged areas of the brain and spinal cord were struck with enriched bio electron’s photons of biological electricity. The sources of the MS disease were destroyed and dispersed without any negative side effects. It is important to point out that in this case the painful spots were detected deep in the brain confirming inflammation of the myelin sheath which caused the impairment of the spinal cord fluid from reaching the brain. We completely reversed the nerve damage as well as we reversed the muscle weakness and patient C. is now free of the disease. Testimonials from Zagreb, Croatia is written by Prof. Dr.Zlatko Drvar and can be found in preface of my book “Universe God’s Jewel”

**The Patient C. is first case in the world cured from MS.**

MS, Neuropathy and Dementia treatments take approximately 6 months with 50 minutes sessions, 5 days a week. Intervals between device use is not necessary or recommended. Regaining mobility with significant degrees of improvement and reversing muscle weakness is unheard of. After our treatments are completed if a patient has been in a wheelchair for a while then physical therapy is imperative to regain muscle strength in the atrophied muscles in order to walk without the wheelchair or a cane. Duration of the restored health condition is long lasting with advised once a year follow up treatments.
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On our website we have testimonials and medical records which will validate the results with substantial scientific evidence. The K-BTE Medical Laser Device performs this bio-electric surgery and therapy providing clinically significant improvement in patients illnesses based on significant and valid scientific evidence. While at the same time, this device poses no risk of illness or injury to any healthy cells. This therapy is highly successful in the recuperation from these diseases and offers significant mitigation of symptoms. Additionally, this advanced technological discovery is an adjunct to early diagnosis of various illnesses. It is capable of detecting and revealing painful areas in the brain or any other physical organ before they even show up on MRI’s or CAT SCANS. The K-BTE device keenly reveals the damaged areas affected with unhealthy cells. MRI’s and other diagnostic equipment are not always able to detect the early origin of many diseases, but we are able to penetrate and with precision to locate the damaged unhealthy areas. After each treatment the pain immediately subsides. Once the cleaning process is completed, the once affected areas with unhealthy cells is no longer painful and treatments now start to feel comfortable. The duration of treatments for eliminating tumors and malignant cancers could be from 2 to 6 months, we consider this as short term use. Neurological Disorders including some of the most difficult cases are a minimum of 6 months to one year or more, we consider this long term use.
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For patients with any recent surgical procedures we do not recommend having the K-BTE treatment. Although the K-BTE device is capable of performing on open wounds and does help in speeding up the recovery time, we restrict our treatment until the patient has recovered from their previous surgery.

According to official statistics, 50 million US citizens are suffering from 600 hundred different types of neurological disorders. Utilizing the K-BTE device’s bio-electric surgery and therapy we are capable of significantly improving the cognitive functioning, memory and mobility of many of these neurological disorders.

The K-BTE medical laser device is extremely capable to mitigate many symptoms associated with these 600 different neurological diseases as well as eliminating a number of these disorders.

This KBTE Device can prevent diseases from developing, including neurological diseases, cancer, stroke and heart disease as well as restore those afflicted with these diseases making their lives healthy, vital and longer lasting.

The Kostovic Health Center has 17 years of research and studies of helping incapacitated ALS, Alzheimers and MS patients regain the use of their limbs and no longer needing wheelchairs after only months of this unique therapy. Some we completely healed but most of them we absolutely improved their health, which modern science today is unable to do. Modern science attests to the fact that they might be able to slow down the progression but have never improved their symptoms nor stopped the deterioration of motor skills and declining brain functioning.
Dementia Testimony

I am a psychotherapist who specializes in working with people who have PTSD and anxiety. I had a Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) at the age of 13 years. Then in 2003 at the age of 50 I was in a head-on car collision and suffered another TBI. By 2008 I started to realize that my memory was becoming problematic so in 2009 I retired early from my full time job at a local community college to open my part-time private practice.

I met Nick Kostovic Nov. 2014 and started working with him. By the time I saw him I was considering completely stopping my work as my memory was such a challenge. I couldn’t hold in my memory two digits of a phone number from the page to enter into my cell phone. It was very embarrassing when I couldn’t remember names and nor recognize faces of people I had met briefly before. I had always prided myself with being able to remember faces even of junior high school classmates.

My memory was so frustrating just standing up from what I was doing as I would walk away from my desk I would completely forget what I had decided I needed to do. I didn’t get it checked out with a doctor as I didn’t need any diagnosis I was experiencing this growing dementia and I knew it was getting worse. It was so scary, I was easily confused and could no longer follow verbal details, I had to write everything down. These daily debilitating experiences made me think that I should stop working and make plans to move out of state to live near my sister who could take care of me. I was afraid that shortly I could no longer skillfully handle all everyday tasks of paying bills on time, writing invoices and other responsibilities.
I worked with the KBTE medical laser first three times a week each time was a double session. Then after 8 months I started receiving the treatment twice a week always a double session. Now I get a double session treatment once a week. At first it was very very painful each spot that Nick worked on with his fingers. He would also use the biological agents and that was extremely painful. But Nick began at the lowest frequencies of 2-10 nano amperes. If the pain was too great I could always take my hand off of the moist pad, so I was always in control.

After 4 months the pain was not as intense but still it was painful when the laser acupuncture found a painful spot and would burned away the dead oxidized proteins which naturally had built up for 50 years, but there were more holes in my gray matter due to the problems caused by the two concussions. Nick explained that everyone has dead cells that build up because hundreds of brain cells die each day but the body can’t naturally excrete them as fast as they are dying so they pile up and prevent the oxygen rich blood from reaching the tissue.

Have you ever gone into a care facility for the elderly. There is a distinct smell well this isn’t because the outside of the bodies aren’t clean. No, as Nick explains it, it is the stock piles of dead cells that the body has never before been able to excrete until the discovery of the KBTE device. Not only can Nick burn away the unhealthy cells that were growing but with his device he can attract biophotons which can awaken the hibernating brain cells. Of course I never even imagined that the 90% of gray matter could be awakened from hibernation. But Nick studied and figured out how to gently awaken these brain nerve cells.
In the Final Segment of Nick’s process which awakens these hibernating brain cells Nick puts his two index fingers on my forehead/eyebrows. This never hurts, at first I saw with my eyes closed colors, red, blue, white, black. But after approx 8 months or so I saw a rotating semi circle with a white background circle with three smaller circles containing fast moving black dots inside the three smaller circles.

Then approx 11 months later the circle was fully formed. Nick explained this showed him that areas of the brain that we had just been working on are now healed. This part of the treatment always felt good but was gratifying to see the full circle instead of the semi circle, and to understand what it actually meant.

I’ve had headaches always in the right temporal zone (which is the side I had the concussion when the right side of my head hit the window during the car collision). This area Nick worked on gently and extensively and after 8 months the pressure and pain from the device is gone. I never got a headache during the treatment and now I never get anymore headaches.

It took only 4 months before I knew that my dementia was not progressing. After 6 months my depression had finally lifted and I could feel that I was starting to have better recall. After 8 months I could recall names with better ease. After 10 months I started to recall childhood memories. It is now 19 months since we started, I read more quickly and can recall what I’ve read which is a such a great relief. I feel so grateful to have found Nick Kostovic and his KBTE device.
This advanced unparalleled treatment modality has given me back a functioning memory, I feel so much more confident and certain that my memory is no longer declining and is improving daily. I am able to see more clients and can confidently perform my work.

I felt so excited about the possibilities of Nick’s device that I have recommended it to my friends who also have received great benefits. I knew Nick was frustrated with the slowness of the FDA and was considering leaving America to work with the Chinese government which has expressed eagerness for him to bring his innovations to Beijing. So I decided to spend one day a week networking to help him to meet with “open minded far reaching thinkers” such as Richard Branson and Elon Musk. I believe Nick Kostovic will one day receive the Nobel Prize in Medicine for the greatest discovery of the 21st Century!

The KBTE device not only stops cancer but can heal any other ailing organs given enough time to cleanse the body of oxidized cells and plaque and then heal the ailing organ. I even had him work on a bit of skin damage from the sun on the top of my ear, which the dermatologist had removed multiple times but it kept returning. He also worked on ridding my body of Osteoporosis but I won’t go into depth with that here. I feel so lucky to have my neo-cortex functioning again, there is no medical treatment on this planet that could have stopped my progressing dementia except the KBTE device. Modern science has medicine for dementia but they admit they can only slow it down certainly not stop it or turn it around. I’m so grateful that Nick can awaken those hibernating brain cells (most of us only use 3-10% of that gray matter) who knew the dormant brain cells could be awakened. Name of the patient could be revealed, but has to be considered as confidential information.
Strokes’, heart attacks, diabetes, type 1 & 2

Stroke

Treatment for stroke cases is as follows: providing bio electric surgery and therapy the blockades are broken and the clots, which impede the blood flow in the brain vessels, are dispersed. These treatments are also a preventive against the possibility of additional strokes. The treatments on the brain return the blood flow in normal and releasing of neuron’s electro impulses return to their normal function.

In this way performed by bio electron’s photons by form of enriched elemental needles of energetic acupuncture successfully serves as the base for restoring lost mobility and the recovery of speech.

Patient J. suffered with the symptoms from a stroke for close to a year.

She had significant problem with mobility and difficulties with speech. The same technique of enriched bio electron’s photons of the biological electricity in the form of elementary needles of energetic acupuncture and elementary beams of biological electricity were used, penetrating deep into a particular spot in the brain.
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The accumulated and over-compressed sick piles were “burned off.“ The blockades were broken and the clots that impeded the blood flow in the brain vessels were dispersed.

In addition new and healthy cells were stimulated and nourished by an energetic form of elementary biochemical links. The cleaning by “burning off” of accumulated sticky and harmful piles in the brain, central nervous system or any other physical organ is one the most important conditions in the healing of strokes and traumatic brain injuries.

Patient J. was completely cured with K-BTEmedical laser device and recovered speech, regained mobility, and returned to normal life without any side effects.

Testimony for this and some other patients have been written from Prof. Dr. Zlatko Drvar, filmed by Croatian National TV, and could be found on section video of my web page: www.kbhealthcenter.com.
Heart Attack

Treatment for heart attack; the procedure by enriched bio electron’s photons of bio electricity of healing and cleaning the plaque of the heart’s whole vascular system was successfully accomplished. Arteries, veins and capillary were 100 percent cleaned from layers of sticky cholesterol and clots, eliminating any further congestion in heart tissue.

The muscles of the heart tissues were strengthened, restored, rebuilt and invigorated. The heart rate peaked to a higher level, returning the heart function to a natural vitality, by cleaning of the heart fiber tissue from the dead cells.

The enriched bio electron’s photons kind of the elementary needles of energetic acupuncture of biological electricity penetrated deep into a particular spot of the heart “burning off” the accumulated plaque. As noted, with no side effects, and no harm the healthy cells. Today technology in Medicine cannot help or clean heart tissue, and they far behind my Center developed technology.
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The cleaning by “burning off” the accumulated plaque inside the vascular system of the heart arteries and veins is one of the most important conditions of the healing process, as well as heart attack prevention.

Performing bio energetic vibration, electro nerve impulses from the brain are stimulated and supplied adrenal medulla gland with substantial form of these elemental biochemical links. Adrenal medulla gland receives electro nerve impulses from the brain in the energetic form of elemental biochemical links provoking the production of adrenaline and noradrenalline secretions of two amino acid based hormones. Adrenaline is connected to the heart activity including blood supply for the heart muscles and blood pressure while noradrenalline secretion is important for the stimulation of the heart muscles.
Heart Attack Cases

Patient K. age 58 and Patient L. age 73 both suffered from heart attacks. Mobility was limited and they had no endurance, frequently resting.

Duration of treatments is 90 to 180 sessions and is considered short term use.

Patients showed significant improvements. Removal of the plaque from arteries was successfully accomplished 100 percent by "cleaning", as well as heart tissue cleaned by “burning off” of dead cells from muscle’s fiber tissue, recovering the heart’s muscle. Today science is behind, because they can not, can not clean heart arteries, veins, cappilares 100 percent, and can not re-gain of the re-growth of muscle fiber tissue for 40 percent.

Heart muscles were strengthened, restored, rebuilt, and invigorated and heart rates peaked to a higher level improved for about 40 percent. Heart functions returned to a natural vitality, as noted, without any side effect. The patients returned to a strong and active life.

Treatments on the heart by K-BTEmedical laser device does not cause any potential difficulties that utilizes enriched bio electron’s photons of the biological electricity.
The enriched bio electron’s photons of the biological electricity is revolutionary in energetic medicine. Bio electric surgery and therapy will include newly introduced energetic physical therapy and extraordinary results with different types of terminal diseases including heart attack, strokes, and diabetes, without side effects and with no harm to the healthy cells.

**Diabetes type 1 & 2**

The pancreas is important for the balance of sugar, producing insulin and glucagons. Weakness in this gland causes an imbalance in the body while these disorders may cause death if the unit value of sugar falls under normal. In the cases where the unit value of sugar is excessive can cause diabetes. These situations have consequences causing heart attacks and strokes and even death.

In cases of Diabetes type 2, blood sugar was over 170 points or even over 200 points. Therapy by NK biological electricity was performed on the pancreas, liver, pituitary and thyroid gland. The pancreas and liver were cleaned by using the enriched bio electron’s photons as the form of elementary needles of energetic acupuncture. The pancreas started to release more insulin and consequently the blood sugar levels were decreased.
Also, the central nervous system was strengthened and pituitary gland recovered. Thus, the thyroid
 gland was stimulated, establishing the balance of the hormones important for the normal function
 of pancreas and other physical organs.

**Diabetes 1 Cases**

Therapy was performed by laser medical device K-BTE, by enriched electrons of the biological
electricity on Type 1 diabetes.

Patient M. is a 19 year old female diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes
She underwent bio electric surgery and therapy.

It is known that when the pancreas fails to produce enough insulin, type 1 diabetes occurs. Type 1
diabetes is an autoimmune disease in which specific immune system cells and antibodies produced
by body’s immune system attack and destroy the beta cells of the pancreas that produce insulin. A
regular injections of insulin need to be taken to control blood sugar levels and reduce the risk of
developing diabetes complications. When the immune system attack the pancreas the cells became
starved of energy and there is an excess of glucose in the blood.
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As the pancreas is a part of the endocrine system the bio electric surgery and therapy was performed on the entire endocrine system. The glands of the endocrine system and the hormones influence almost every cell, organ and function of the body.

Therefore, the therapy by enriched bio electron’s photons of the biological electricity has been performed on the pancreas and pituitary gland. It controls the secretion of other endocrine glands (sometimes called the Master Gland), pineal gland, thyroid gland, thymus, and adrenal gland.

Patient M. received 20 treatments. Blood test showed C - Peptide. Serum levels <0.5 ng/ml (Reference Interval 1.1 - 5.0). This means that the pancreas is non-functioning and doctors indicate beta cells are also dead.

Therapy was continued on the entire endocrine system. Blood test were taken after 60 additional treatments. Results showed C - Peptides, Serum at a level 1.0 ng/ml, which means that the pancreas started to regenerate. The level of beta cells are increased, Glycohgb is 6.2 % (Reference Range 4.3 - 6.8 % ), Insulin level <2> Uiu/ml is low (Reference Range 6 - 27).
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It is common for patients suffering from type 1 diabetes to suffer from depression. It is important to point out that K-BTE treatments eliminate symptoms of depression.

Another 35 sessions are administered. The patient takes low dosages of insulin, followed by proper diet and exercise.

The glucose level continue near normal range. The blood test showed C-Peptides at a level 1.0 ng/ml, the same level as previous, but Insulin increased from <2> Uiu/ml to 3.7 Uiu/ml. Glycohgb decreased from 6.2 to 5.6 % which is non-diabetic level and can be seen in the official lab report. We accomplished these results. The bio energetic physical therapy consisted of 105 sessions. We achieved the regeneration of the pancreas which is exclusive to K-BTE medical laser device treatments.

In the United States nearly 700 hundred thousands people die from heart attacks and several hundred thousand die from strokes. Earlier Biotechnological Health Center, Inc., has developed and proven this newly alternative and advanced technology. We can save a number of these lives through our healing process and prevent disease utilizing our cleaning process.
For different types of Diabetes, stroke and Heart attacks it is important to point out:

This therapy is highly successful in the healing process, and offers significant mitigation of symptoms. In addition, is an adjunct to mode diagnosis of therapy. It is capable by detecting and therefore revealing painful areas in the brain or any other physical organ.

K-BTE medical laser device keenly reveals the damaged areas affected with bad cells. MRI’s and other diagnostic equipment are not always able to detect the origin of many diseases, but we are able to penetrate and with precision locate damaged areas.

Throughout the cleaning process the affected areas with bad cells begin to heal and therefore the pain vanishes and treatments started to feel more comfortable. It relieves the pain after each treatment on these particular spots and eventually the pain subsides once the healing process is completed.

The labeling appropriately should state that “Laser Medical Device K-BTE" is intended for the use of bio-electric surgery and therapy with no limitations, in addition, the uses for this device are countless.
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Specific tests and monitoring are not necessarily needed for a patient to begin treatments with bio-electric surgery and therapy. Our center provide bio-electric surgery and therapy based on the patients statement and on her/his medical records from a hospital.

Most importantly, these improvements are restoring all the body functions and it regains mobility. Moreover, the degree of improvement insures a vital and healthy life. The improvements are long lasting while the patient is advised to check his/her condition at least one month yearly.

There is no recommendation for intervals between device use for the simple reason that there are no side effects and there is no harm to the healthy cells. The healing process is continuous and the improvements are notable.

The duration of treatments for the healing process for heart attacks, strokes, Diabetes type 2, tumors and malignant cancers, which we consider as short term use, could be from 2 to 6 months.
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The duration of treatments for Diabetes type 1, and Neurological Disorders including some of most difficult cases could be longer. Treatments are a minimum of 6 months to one year or more, we consider them as long term use. Indications for long term use are not different from those of short term use.

For patients who have had surgery the device K-BTE will not be used at this particular time. Since the patient is recovering from surgery treatments in this situation are restricted for use since it could be painful to the patient. Although the device K-BTE is capable of performing on open wounds and does help in recovery, for safety and consideration, treatments are restricted solely for the patients comfort.

There are not any specific conditions of responsiveness for the device K-BTE that should be met before the device is used on a long term base. The long term of use of the device depends of type of illnesses. As previously noted with Neurological disorders which we consider as long term use, the duration of the treatments depend on the type of disorder and intervals between device use are not recommended.
Rheumatoid Arthritis and Osteoporosis

The bio electric surgery and therapy performed by releasing of enriched energized bio electron’s photons of biological electricity is capable of maintaining bone and cartilage tissue in the human body. It cleans bone and cartilage tissue cellular components from oxidized proteins and dead cells. Thus, regenerates and regains vitality of the joints. The cleaning processes by enriched bio electron’s photons of the bio electricity is capable to “burn off” the dead cells and oxidized proteins in soft cartilage and bone tissue.

Treatments performed by K- BTE medical laser device were successfully achieved with illnesses including rheumatic arthritis, osteoporosis, hip and back bone injuries and other countless conditions. Released sheaves of the elementary laser beams of biological electricity in the form of bio electron’s photons has the capability of stimulating and re-growing new bone cells in the bone and cartilage tissues, further, cleaning damaged areas from dead bone and cartilage cells as well as preventing erosion and decline of bone and cartilage tissue.
Rheumatoid Arthritis is very painful and an uncomfortable disease caused by inflammation of joints. It can bring tenderness and swelling in the joints as well as significant stiffness and pain. Rheumatoid Arthritis most often affects the small joints in the hands and the feet. Rheumatoid Arthritis is chronic condition and it is a systematic disease which means it can affect more than one part of the body.

These inflammations are caused by a huge surplus of dead cells in the joints cartilage and bone tissue as well as formed overwhelming sick piles of oxidized proteins. Our immune system and body defense mechanism attacks the joints own tissues, and it is considered as autoimmune disease and disperses the dead cells and oxidized proteins.

It is not mistakenly attacking our immune system; it is limited capability defending the joints from the degeneration process in the joints. In the immune system process inflammation is increased and thin membrane that lines the joint is harmed. Our immune system lacks enough power to clean the bone and cartilage tissue from dead cells and oxidized proteins, so it causes problems in increased inflammation and damage of thin membrane among the joints. Based on my treatments capable to disperses the dead cells and oxidized proteins, as well as my knowledge I consider Rheumatic Arthritis not to be an autoimmune disease.
Abnormal growth and swelling of the joints bone tissue is caused from this particular degeneration process and cannot be repaired by our immune system. It needs to be supported and we have developed bio electric surgery and therapy which is highly effective and alone we established these highly successful treatments in healing Rheumatoid Arthritis.

Enriched bio electron’s photons of the biological electricity are administered into the joint cartilage and bone tissue. It reduces the inflammation in the joints, along with joint pain, and it decreases swelling and stiffness and returns the joints to their normal function which greatly improves the ability to carry out daily activities.

Osteoporosis is the deterioration of the bones and occurs without any symptoms. When osteoporosis become severe it causes spinal compression fractures followed by severe back pain. Bones are fragile with osteoporosis. Fractures and pain can occur from simple movements.

Doctors and therapists may suggest physical therapy techniques for controlling osteoporosis pain. Which include the following:
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Heat and ice: Both heat and ice can be effective in relieving pain. Warm showers or hot packs can ease stiff muscles. Ice can numb the painful area and also reduce swelling and inflammation.

Physical therapy: Osteoporosis pain may cause difficulty being physically active. However, inactivity may increase pain and weakness. A physical therapist can work with patient personalizing a safe and effective exercise program.

Braces and supports: A back brace can relieve pain after a spinal fracture. A brace may also allow you to move around normally while the fracture is healing. But if you depend on the back brace too long, it can weaken your muscles. If patient use a brace begin exercising to strengthen back muscles as soon as patient doctor says it is safe.

Acupuncture, acupressure, and massage therapy: These treatments may help relieve pain and tension. If patient have osteoporosis pain from spinal fractures it is important to consult with patient doctor before seeing a massage therapist.
Bio Technological Health Center, Inc., provides treatment for patients suffering from osteoporosis as well as knee, hip and other bone injuries. Using K-BTE, medical laser device we performed the cleaning process on bones and dead cartilage tissue. After the cleaning process is done we stimulate the growth of bone and cartilage fiber tissue by nourishing the cells in these tissues. By amino acids enriched bio electron’s photons of the bio electricity, penetrate deep into cartilage and bone tissue, nourishing and stimulating new bone and cartilage cells. It regains bone mass and relieves pain while it returns mobility to normal condition for Rheumatic Arthritis, Osteoporosis, back bone injuries, hip and knee injuries, etc.,

This therapy is highly successful in the healing process, and offers significant mitigation of symptoms. In addition, is an adjunct to mode diagnosis of therapy. It is capable by detecting and therefore revealing painful areas in the brain or any other physical organ.

K-BTE device keenly reveals the damaged areas affected with bad cells. MRI’s and other diagnostic equipment are not always able to detect the origin of many diseases, but we are able to penetrate and with precision locate damaged areas.
Throughout the cleaning process the affected areas with bad cells begin to heal and therefore the pain vanishes and treatments started to feel more comfortable. It relieves the pain after each treatment on these particular spots and eventually the pain subsides once the healing process is completed.

Specific tests and monitoring are not necessarily needed for a patient to begin treatments with bio-electric surgery and therapy. Our center provide bio-electric surgery and therapy based on the patient's statement and on her/his medical records from a hospital.

Most importantly, these improvements are restoring all the body functions and it regains mobility. Moreover, the degree of improvement insures a vital and healthy life. The improvements are long lasting while the patient is advised to check his/her condition at least one month yearly.

There is no recommendation for intervals between device use for the simple reason that there are no side effects and there is no harm to the healthy cells. The healing process is continuous and the improvements are notable.
The duration of treatments for the healing process for osteoporosis, rheumatic arthritis, heart attacks, strokes, tumors and malignant cancers, which we consider as short term use, could be from 2 to 6 months.

The duration of treatments for Hip and knee injuries, Diabetes type 1, and Neurological Disorders including some of most difficult cases could be longer. Treatments are a minimum of 6 months to one year or more, we consider them as long term use. Indications for long term use are not different from those of short term use.

For patients who have had surgery the device K-BTE will not be used at this particular time. Since the patient is recovering from surgery treatments in this situation are restricted for use since it could be painful to the patient. Although the device K-BTE is capable of performing on open wounds and does help in recovery, for safety and consideration, treatments are restricted solely for the patients comfort.
Conclusion:

For the last 19 years The Bio Technological Health Center, Inc. has been highly successful in treating affected malignant cancers, and metastases quite efficiently with our unique healing process. Since 1998 this method has been successfully performed on over fifty different types of cancer. These life-threatening cancers including brain, throat, breast, lung, pancreatic, liver, kidney, adenocarcinoma prostate, colon and some others were successfully treated. In most cases treatment was completed without the possibility of the cancer reversing or spreading, never any negative side effects and of course never any harm to the healthy cells. But instead, it nourishes the healthy cells and helps them to multiply.

Released amino and natural acid enriched bio electron's photons stimulates, nourish and restores healthy fiber cells in the injured muscle tissue of the ailing physical organ restoring and regaining it's normal function. When the human body is healed and cleansed from these unhealthy cancer cells, piled up dead cells and plaque, we have won the most important battle against the aging process. With our extraordinary K-BTE device we are preventing the deterioration and decline of the human body allowing us to regain and retain a vital and long lasting life.
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This highly successful healing process besides significant mitigation of unhealthy symptoms in the body, is also an adjunct mode in the early detection of illness in the brain or other physical organs. The K-BTE device keenly reveals the damaged areas affected with unhealthy (parasites, microbes, infections) cells. MRI's and other diagnostic equipment are not always able to detect the very early origin of many diseases, but we are able to penetrate and precisely locate the damaged areas. We can easily detect these "hot spots" of unhealthy cells growing because the patient feels a pain when we pass the device over the area. As the cleansing process on the affected unhealthy area begins to heal, the discomfort lessens and when the pain has vanished the healing treatments are completed. The once affected painful areas now feels comfortable with the biological electricity. Patients comment that it feels like a nice energetic massage.

Most importantly, these improvements are restoring all the body functions and it regains mobility. Moreover, the degree of improvement insures a vital and healthy life. The improvements are long lasting while the patient is advised to check his/her condition at least one month yearly.
The effectiveness of this advanced technology is unmatched throughout the world. The K-BTE medical laser device is a unique and most effective tool which is capable of healing number of illnesses resulting in significant relief and mitigation of symptoms. It is also capable of cleaning physical organs as prevention with no harm to the healthy cells and is without side effects.

Our technology is superior and cannot be compared since our unique device far exceeds the capabilities of their current medical equipment. K-BTE stands alone in this technology. These enriched bio electron’s photons radiation emitting process is absolute non – radioactive, and it is not shock therapy.

The effectiveness of our healing technologically K-BTE far exceeds traditional medical practices from major hospitals. Even traditional physical therapy and rehabilitation cases are unsuccessful since their machinery is grossly underdeveloped therefore ineffective.

The enriched bio electron’s photons of the biological electricity are revolutionary in energetic medicine. Bio electric surgery and therapy will include newly introduced energetic physical therapy and extraordinary results with different types of terminal diseases including cancer, heart attack, strokes, etc., number of Neurological disorders without side effects, no risk and with no harm to the healthy cells, absolute safe.
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Thank you for your time and interest, I will have diagrams and more in-depth material in the conference hall. I look forward to meeting with you on a one to one basis throughout this conference.

Nick Kostovic Inventor

"Kostovic Acupuncture by Bio Electrons’ Laser, Corp."
Nick Kostovic, Inventor
of K-BTE Medical Laser Device
3838 W. Carson St., Suite307, Torrance, CA 90503 USA
tel: +1-310-381-9105
Email: nick@kbhealthcenter.com
Web: www_kbhealthcenter.com
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